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FORUM ORGANIZERS
The Development Group for Alternative Policies (The Development GAP) has worked on World
Bank-related issues since its founding n 1976. After working as consultants on World Bank projects
demonstrating how to involve popular organizations in seven countries, it joined both the NGO-World
Bank Committee and the environmentalists' multilateral development bank campaign as critics of
structural adjustment programs. Currently, it manages the NGO Center for Action on Strucfural
Adjustment (on behalf of Third World Network), works with groups in the South to challenge
adjustment by providing them information and a platform for their views in the U.S. govemment and
Friends of the Earth-U.S. (FoE) has been directing the IMF structural adjustment campaign in the
United States, educating the public about the devastating social and ecological impacts of IMF policies
and the institution's lack of accountability. FoE has camparig.ed to condition U.S. approval of the IMF
quota increase on significant reforms in the structure and functioning of the Fund. Due in large part
to that lobbying effort, the U.S. Congress n 1992 appropriated the money but tied future quota
increases to stringent environmental and social conditions. Currently, FoE is producing country case
studies - beginning with Russia -- to directly challenge the IMF and is preparing for the 50th
anniversary of the Bretton Woods institutions n 1994.
The Office on Development Policy of Church World Service/Lutheran World Relief has advocated,
in the U.S. Congress and the Department of the Treasury,lor a more fleúble U.S. policy on adjustment
and an overall reduction in adjustment lending. It has arranged meetings for visiting NGO leaders
with the World Bank and U.S. Congressional staff and helped design ¿rn assessment of USAIDpromoted reforms in Africa. It participates in the adjustment working group of the NGO-World Bank
Committee and meets with World Bank staff to encourage them to take a more flexible and
participatory approach to reform in Central America and Africa.
Greenpeace International has been researching the environmental and social impacts of adjustment
policies on the energy sector in Mexico, as well as the potential impact of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on the environment. The findings will be used to inform Greenpeace
campaign work in Canada, Mexico and the United States on energy, toxic trade and forest issues.
Greenpeace lnternational is also supporting partners in Guatemala investigating the impact of
structural adjustrnent on small farmers and sustainable agriculture.

Third World Network is a coalition of groups and individuals in different regions involved in
development, environment and Third World issues. It is a member of the World Bank-NGO
Committee and has been involved in developing a critique of Bank/lMF structural adjustment policies.
It has also published a paper on structural adjustment and the environment and will be publishing
a more detailed analysis of the impact of SAPs in the Third World. It is interested in developing
systematic critiques and campaigns on adjustment policies together with other groups.
The European Network on Debt and Development (EURODAD) has made structural adjustment one
of its program priorities for the next three years. A working group on adjustment has been formed
to share information and strategies and to avoid duplication in the increasing amount of research
taking place on the effects of adjustment. One of EURODAD's tasks will be to coordinate activities
around the 50th anniversary of the Bretton Woods institutions. NGOs already involved in the working
group include the Beme Declaration, Christian Aid, InZet, NOVIB and WEMOS.

PREFACE

As the World Bank and Intemational Monetary Fund approach their 50th birthdays, an
world's economic, social and environmental crises is long
overdue. Although environmentally damaging projects financed by the Bank have occasionally
capfured headlines, there is increasing aw¿ileness that the economic-reform programs promoted
Uy Uottr these instifutions often drive these projects and have overall consequences that are mr¡ch
more far-reaching for the people and natural environment of the Third World.
assessment of their contributions to the

IÂtrhile Northem policymakers and the media have largely ignored the devastating impact of
these 'strucfural adjustment' programs, a worldwide citizens' movement has been growing to
challenge the imposition of adjustment policies by the Bank and the Fund. Today, armed with
overwhèlming evidence that these prograrns are undermining the well-being of families, food
producers, workers and the natural environment, as well as the viability of fragile democracies,
[his movement is attempting to force a fundamental shift in development thinking in both the
North and the South. The recent change in Administration in the United States may present the
best opportunity in years for a full and objective review of these failed policies.

The lgg2Intemational NGO Forum on World Bank and IMF Adjustment Lending brought
together over 100 representatives of some of the leading citizens' groups working on this issue
aróund the world. This report on the Forum attempts to capture the energy and commitment of
these organizations in their fight for economic and social justice and a more ecologically sound
planet. it also includes case studies that provide detailed information on the nature and impact
of adjushnent programs.
The organizers of the Forum would like to thank the many funders whose support made the
week's activities possible and helped strengthen this movement for change. The views expressed
herein, however, do not necessarily reflect the positions of the funding organizations. We would
also like to express our appreciation to the many individuals who contributed their time and
energy to this endeavor and helped make it a success.

Doug Hellinger
Managing Director
The Development GAP
on behalf of the Fotum organizers
March 1993
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1980s, the World Bank and the Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF) have imposed
structural adjustment programs (SAPs) in debt-strapped countries in the Third World and, more recently,
in Eastern Europe. Despite the failure of these programs to achieve their stated macroeconomic objectives
and in the face of theii devastating social, ecõnomic and environmental impacts, the World Bank has
declared that adjustment lending will continue to be a major part of its operations in the 1990s. In
Washington, London, Bonn and other Northern capitals, these policies have won the unquestioning
support of policymakers, who continue to utiltze both bilateral and multilateral aid to ensure the
implementation of adjustment programs.

Development and environmental non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) around the globe know
first-hand the negative effects of these programs on their constituents. Southem NGOs have pinpointed
SAPs as a major contributor to growing global poverty and environmental degradation and have challenged these programs, often with altemative development strategies. In response to pressure from their
Southem counterparts, Northern NGOs have in the past few years increased their advocacy efforts on
the adjustment issue, trying to hold the international financial instifutions, as well as their respective
govemrnents, accountable to both local populations in the South and Northem taxpayers.

It is in this context that the 1992Intemational NGO Forum on World Bank and IMF Adjustment
Lending was held in Washington, D.C.. Sponsored by The Development GAP, Friends of the Earth-U.S.,
Church World Service/Lutheran World Relief (Office on Development Policy), Greenpeace Intemational,
Third World Network and EURODAD, the Forum was timed to coincide with the Annual Meetings of
the Bank and the IMF,

What set the 1992 Forum apart from
previous NGO conferences around the
Annual Meetings was the focus on action.

There was a sense of urgency and
responsibility among participants to
understand the fast moving and complex
changes taking place under adjustment,
move decisively to stop them, and create
the political space for the emergence of a
new economic paradigm that puts the
needs of the majority of the world's
population first. At the Forum, NGO
representatives were given the opportunity
to develop effective strategies with which
to challenge adjustment programs and to
present to policy- and opinion-makers
views on SAPs and altemative development models that are seldom heard in
Northem capitals. Some 100 NGO
representatives (including over 40 women)
from 46 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, the Caribbean, Europe and North
America participated in the Forum. In
addition, there were over 50 observers.

FORUM ACTIVITIES
The Forum began with a three-day shategy session fuom 17-19 September. The first half of the
session consisted mainly of panels designed to impart information and stimulate participants to think
strategically about directions for action. The panels covered such topics as: debt, trade, workers and
adjustment; women and SAPs; protecting the natural-resource base against SAPs; and the impact of
adjustment on democracy and human rights. In response to Southem demands at previous NGO forums,
there was also a special presentation by grassroots activists from the United States and Canada, who
made the link between the effects on the poor of structural adjustment in the South and supply-side
economic policies in the North.
In plenary, participants also shared information on campaigns challenging SAPs in their respective
challenge the imposition of adjustment programs were planned in the areas of information sharing,
research, devising development altematives, strengthening local movements and mounting an
intemational campaign. Lr the final plenary, this work was synthesized and commihnents were made
by various groups to carry out follow-up activities.
Further campaign planning took place in regional and other workshops over the following four days.

In all, over 25 workshops were conducted by participants, Forum organizers and other U.S, NGOs.
Topics included: trade, gender and SAPs; development alternatives; population and adjustment; the
campaign to limit the lMF-quota increase; commercial-bank debt; SAPs and basic needs and services;
collaborative research; and a variety of environmental issues, most notably the Bank's refusal to withdraw
from the Sardar Sarovar dam project in India.
Teams of Southem and Northem NGO representatives met with over twenty Executive Directors
from the World Bank and IMF to inform them of the results of the Forum and lobby them on a number
of related issues, including the adjustment program in Brazil and a controversial road-building program
in Cote D'Ivoire. U.S. Congressional staff hosted a luncheon for a small group of Forum participants
at which presentations were made about the impact ol and alternatives to, SAPs in different regions of
the world. During the week of the Forum,
participants also held numerous interviews
with the U.S. and intemational press. In
addition, the NGO newsletter, þ!Çhgçk,
covered the proceedings and devoted much
of its fall issue to the topic.

A public event, entitled "The Other Side

of the Story: The Real Impact of World
Bank and IMF Economic-Reform Programs", was attended by over 350 people at
the Washington Hilton Hotel on 21 September. Both the World Bank and the IMF,
citing busy schedules, had refused an NGO
invitation to engage in a public debate on
adjustment during the Annual Meetings. ln
order to raise the public profile of the issue,
joumalists from The Washington Posí the
Financial Times, National Public Radio and
Inter Press Service were invited to question a panel of 12 NGO activists from different regions of the
world on the impact ol and altematives to, structural adjustment programs. C-Span, the Congressional
cable channel, provided same-day, nationwide coverage and has since rebroadcast the Forum several
times during prime-time (see curterspread). Fifteen other journalists also covered the Forum, and
numerous articles on the week's activities have appeared in the press.
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FORUM ISSUES
During the course of the strategy discussions, a number of key themes emerged:

.

SAPÆree Trade

Links. Institutional reforms wrought under SAPs are transforming the state into an

instrument for ensuring that "the market" works, preparing domestic economies for their integration into
the global economy. Adjustment policies force the nations of the South to increase their commodity
exports in the face of declining world prices and to allow in cheap imports and unregulated foreign
companies. This has wiped out small producers, accelerated environmental degradation, and increased
control of the market by transnational corporations.

.

Wages and Income Dishibution. Decreasing wages and a widening gap between rich and poor are
a hallmark of SAPs in almost every country. lncreased poverty is the result, especially arnong women,
whose wages are lower than men's and who must compensate for both their own lost income and that
of their partners by working longer hours, often in the informal sector where wages are extremely low
and working conditions difficult.

o

Reduced Social Expenditures. SAP-mandated cuts in health and education services contribute to
increased poverty and misery. Women disproportionately suffer from these cuts because of the direct
impact on their own health and because women must increase their labor burden to compensate for
decreased health and education services for their family. In effect, SAPs have shifted onto women the
entire burden of having, caring for and educating children. This constitutes a direct subsidy from poor
women to the state. hr many countries undergoing SAPs, social-sector expenditures are being reduced
at the same time that budgets for the military and police are growing.

.

Food Security. The emphasis of SAPs on agricultural exports over domestic food production has
diverted resources, including women's labor, from local production and processing activities. This has
led to decreased per<apita food production, especially in Africa. The
:ltùrt,the poor7
resulting shortage of resources, combined with decreased wages and
income, means that the poor can
more
neither produce nor purchase enough
food to meet their needs.

.

Environment. Export-promotion

strategies and deregulation have led
to the over-exploitation of natural resources, such as timber,land and water, and to a shift in control of these
resources away from local populations. The competition to attract
industry has forced countries to lower environmental standards, shifting
the costs onto the poor who live
around and work in these industries.

rest¡ictions on credit the

input
trade

loans between

of food Per capita declined,

ac-

Program.

o Survival & Resistance Strategies.
People have devised a number of strategies to cope with increased hardships under SAPs, including the
fostering out of children, selling food on the streets, ¿rnd forming de facto consurner cooperatives by
collectively purchasing educational materials and food. More desperate and ultimately destructive
strategies are also used by women, men, and children to survive, such as thievery, prostitution, and drug
production and sales.
3

. Sovereignty. The institutional changes brought about under SAPs have diminished the role of the state
in determining the allocation of resources, threatening the sovereignty of nations and severely
undermining people's rights to economic self-determination and their ability to hold their governments
accountable. Even well intentioned goveffunents must often comply with harsh adjustment conditionalities or face a total cut-off of funds.

o Linking the South and North. Trends

clearly evident in the South, such as deregulation, privatization,
racism,
are occurring in the North, as well. In the United States,
environmental
cuts in social services and
community institutions have been dismantled and poor ateas, such as parts of the Southeast, provide
cheap labor and nafural resources, as well as the principal sites for toxic-waste dumping. At the same

¡ Official Information on SAPs. World Bank biases and outright misrepresentations

have been
repeatedly noted in its reports designed to convince people that SAPs are working, and, even more
astonishingly, that they must be at the center of any "poverty reduction" strategy. Like the Bank,
borrower govemments keep the details of adjustment program planning secret, denying citizens access
to critical economic decision-making processes.

.

World Bank Anti-Poverty Programs. Participants
were skeptical, at best, about the Bank's 'antipoverty'programs. Maoy of the Bank-financed loan
funds for women, landless peasants, micro-entrepreneurs, etc. are used to co-opt NGOs into supporting
adjustment programs. Yet, these Programs do not
even begin to deal with the increased poverty that
SAPs themselves have created.

.

Good Governance. Only the people

in each

country, rather than extemal instifutions, have the
right to determine what constitutes "good Sovernance". The Bank's and IMF's insistence on good
govemance contrasts sharply with the lack of
accountability, transparency and democratic principles that characterizes the operations of these
institutions.
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FORUM FOLLOW-UP
The participants at the meetings laid the groundwork for extensive follow-up to the NGO Forum.
Building on national and intemational campaigns already underway, Forum participants committed
themselves to a concerted program of action and agreed upon a number of themes that must govern the
effort to challenge and establish altematives to structural adjustment. The most important of these was
the need to ground all of this work in the needs and reality of people at the local level. To do this will
require that gendet, Íacet and class biases are broken down in order to ensure that representatives of all
affected groups not only have a place at the table but also have an equal say in the critique and
formulation of strategies and altematives. In other words, the intemal processes of the campaign against
adjustment should reflect the wider vision of equality and respect for political, economic and human
rights that people rightly insist upon from the intemational financial institutions.
Below is a brief synthesis of actions to be taken over the next two yeats:
Research on Adjustment and the Development of Alternatives

I Organízations with research programs agreed to concentrate on the global context within which
such adjustment policies as pÅvattzation, deregulation, import liberalization and export promotion
are formulated, as well as on the local-level impact of these policies on food production, the social
sectors and various population groups. The results, disaggregated by gender, will be shared through
regional networks.
o Other topics for future research include: the links among bilateral aid,
adjustment and the role of private
banks; the theoretical and ideological
bases of SAPs; the link between research institutions and the World
Bank; country case analyses of SAPs;
the relationship between SAPs and

the

fundamentalist religious agendas;
and culfural and social changes that
are being accelerated by SAPs.
o Regional collaboration in devising

means

macroeconomic and sectoral altematives will be particularly important.
It is expected that initiatives similar

to that being taken by the Latin
American and Caribbean participants
in this area (see Regional Work be-

scarce

low) will also be undertaken by
NGOs in other regions

o To facilitate collaboration and reduce duplication, an inventory of current research projects will be
assembled.
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Stlengthening Infornation Sharing
strangþhold on information that the World Bank and IMF currently enjoy needs to be broken by
actively informing the media and general public about the impact of adjustment programs.
T.he

r

Southernand Northern gtassroots, research and advocacy groups will work in alliance to strengthen
oneanother's understanding and analysis of structulaladjustment, to devise suitable altematives, and
to bring ttris inforr.nation to policymakers. Collaboration with trade unions, political parties, wom€n's
orgæizations, cooperatives and'other grotrps will also be strer'rgthened.

by ThirdWorld Network and The Developrnent GAP, will obtain Bank and Fund a$r,rstrnent-related
docurnents for NGOs, analyze public reports released by these instifutions, and make available in
usable forrn the vast array of material being contributed daily to its files from groups arou.nd the
world. NGO CASA will proùrce an annotated bibliography of materials received and will send
regular information packets to 40-50 regional organuations, which will then be responsible for
dissemina.ting them to their respective networks.

r An electronic

bulletin board has been created on the IGC Network (entitled "econ.saps") to further
facilitate the exchange of information among $oups.

r

an NGO newsletter on the multilateral developthent banks,
i.r-nportant conduit of information on adjustment and related issues.
BaLrrkCheck,

will

also serve as an

r Country conrmittees will be established to coordinate strategy and disseminate information and
analysis about SAPs and altematives. Exchange visits between countries will also be encouraged.
tobbying & Campaigning on Adjustment

o

Orgarrwations in various countries
committed themselves to pressure their
govemments on the issue of adjustment
and to organize national days of action
against adjustment programs.

oA

coordinated set of activities will

take place in 7994, the 50th anniversary
of the Bretton Woods inStitutions.
Preparatory work will include a more
aggressive use of the media and a focus

on the legislatures of the Group of 7
countries, which provide most of the
capital and policy direction to the Bank
and Fund. National and regional cobrdinating bodies will be identified or
established. Northem groups committed themselves to financially supporting
staff positions in the South to carry this
work forward.
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o A more critical examination and public exposition of the use of these institutions' finances will be
undertaken, as Northem and Southern NGOs collectively tackle such issues as the IDA-10
replenishment and the IMF-quota increase.

r

Upcoming intemational meetings, such as the Spring Meetings of the IMF and the World Banþ the
U.N. World Conference on Human Rights and the 1993 Group of 7 meeting in Tokyo will be used by
NGOs to press the adjustment issue.

I

wíll begin to explore new mechanisms that can be established either inside or outside
the Bank to hold the institution accountable to the people of the South and the taxpayers of the North.
Some groups

Regional Work

In the regional workshops that were held after the strategy session, participants made specific
commitments to coordinate their work on adjustment over the next year.
s In Afriu, groups present "...committed themselves and their organizations to begin or further, within
their own countries, planning for a national-level meeting of NGOs, trade unions, women's groups,
and other interested civic organizations, to discuss structural adjustment and propose actions and
alternatives." They also lent support to the Forum of African Voluntary Development Organization's
(FAVDO) January 7992 Harare Declaration to make SAPs a priority issue and urged other regional
networks to do the same. Participants from three women's organizations in West Africa joined with
African and U.S. women at the University of Amherst to form the core of
Bønk ønd IME when it ìs
a working group to study altematives
these progrums?
to structural adjustment in Africa.
of the W orld Bank and IMF,
are denied access to commercial
o ln Asiø, NGOs will form a regional
aid. Furtherforum on Debt and Development,
countries now condition their
promote exchange visits of activists
a count¡ry's adoption of an
and economists between India and the
PhiJippines (to take place in early
1993), and share information and polithe Notth corrcerr thensel<tes wìth

analysis on a regular basis
throughout the region. Both the
Asian and African groups will also
undertake lobbying and advocacy
work with regional financial institu-

cy

ProgramsT

billions

tions (such as the Asian and African
Development Banks) and national

have
environment
$urvrve, If the public
of their tax dollais,
the immorality
the
bef'have nots" m the
Furthermore, SAPs have
overseas for the effective
that will facílítate
and jobs to low-wage areas in

govemments.

s In l"atin Ameicø and the Cøribbeøn,
plans are underway for a regional
workshop on economic altematives
emerging from grassroots groups and
popular organizations. The results
will then be transmitted to
policymakers, both North and South,
and will provide the basis for further
coordinated work in the region.
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NGO

PROFILES

One of the most inspiring aspects of the 1992 Forum was the realization among participants that they
were not alone in their respective struggles against adjustnent. People working in different regions and
sectors had the opportunity to exchange experiences and plan collective action. The organizers had asked
participants to bring to the Forum a written description of the work their organizations were doing on
the adjustment issue. Below is just a sampling of some of this creative work:

In Kenya, The Nøtionøl Council of Churches of Kenya NCCK) has been raising awareness at the
grassroots level about the country's structural adjustment program. In 1991 it organized a national
consultation on debtand strucfuraladjustment attendedby churches, NGOs, govemment departments
and businesses. It is currently investigating the links between good govemance and economic
development.
In Senegal ,the Associationfor the Promotion of SuregaleseWomm ØPROFES) supports women's groups
and cooperatives in a variety of sectors, including sustainable agriculfure, family planning, community
health, environmental protection and income generation, as well as in the provision of credit, training,
appropriate technology and other services. APROFES is working with focus groups on the effects of
adjustment (high cost of living, degradation of social services, unemployment, and the impoverishment of the population) and will be conducting research with women in the Kaolack region to study
the effects of adjustment on women.

In Tanzania, the Deaelopment Depnrtment of the Eaangeliul Lutheran Church of Tanzania (ELCT)

h.as

investigated the production and pricing of primary commodities and has also carried out a study on
the debt crisis in Tanzania and how it has affected development programs in that country. Currently,
it is studying the impact of adjustment policies on church health programs in Tanzania, a critical issue
since approximately 75 percent of the health services in the country are provided by churches. ELCT
also targets policymakers by sending NGO delegations to meet with heads of state when they visit
and by involving local elites in roundtable discussions on SAPs.

In Zimbabwe, the Zimbøbwe

Congress of Trøde Unions

ØCTÐ is leading a campaign against

aspects

of the country's structural adjustrnent program, including the rise in health-care fees, the over-reliance
on exports and the privatization of some of Zimbabwe's public institutions . ZCTU has a membership
of over 450,000 in 35 affiliated unions. Also in Zimbabwe, t}rre Organizøtion of RurøI Associations for
Progress (ORAP), an NGO whose operations cover about 1.5 million people, has sought to expose the
adverse effects of structural adjustment at local and intemational fora. In April 1992 1t published a
preliminary study on the combined effects of adjustment and drought on relief and development
efforts.

In Africa, t}:re Women's Desk of the AII-Aftica Conference of Churches has been empowering church
women on economic-justice issues at the regional and continental levels. Among other activities, it
has organized a workshop in Zartbia on economic justice and women and trained economic-literacy
facilitators in Zimbabwe. It has also produced a video, "To Be A Woman", with an accompanying
teaching guide, to educate comrnunity leaders about Africa's economic crisis and the response of
women to SAPs.
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ASIA
Development Alternatiues (UBINIG) is an organization designed to
serve the research and informational needs of grassroots movements of women, farmers and workers.

In Bangladesh, Policy

Reswrch

for

UBINIG monitors the economic, social and environmental effects of export-oriented industrialization
and stabilization programs. Through its trade-union education center, UBINIG is working with
leading unions to prepare a corunon position on the country's adjustment program. In the rural
areas, UBINIG helps to mobilize peasants, weavers and others against the policies that are threatening

the subsistence of rural families.

In India, the Public lnterest Ræearch Group @IRC) is establishing regional clearing houses on SAPs in
ten state capitals. These centers will carry out educational and campaign activities in the local
languages. PIRG will provide information to these regional centers, which in tum will feed to PIRG
first-hand information gleaned through systematic monitoring of the impact of the country's
adjustment program. Also in India, Ankur has been conducting seminars, sfudy groups and
workshops for their field workers and slum-dwellers on the adjustment program. It has developed
materials for dissemination at the grassroots, e.g., posters, cartoons, songs, pamphlets and plays.
Ankur has also conducted meetings and in-depth discussions with small groups of slum dwellers,
with special reference to rising prices and unemployment, curtailment of the subsidized Public
Distribution System (of food grains) and the increasing burden on women - all problems intensified
by the SAP. Ankur has also mobilized women from the slums for demonstrations and rallies for
Bhopal Gas victims and against big World Bank-funded projects,like the Narmada dam, Finally, the
Voluntary Action Netraork Indin UANI), an umbrella group of development and social-service NGOs,
has initiated a program of education, monitoring and lobbying on current SAP policies.
Pacifc-Asia Resource Center (PARO conducts research on Japan-based transnational
corporations in the Third World. It will be hosting a parallel meeting to the 1993 Group of 7 meeting
in Tokyo to further the campaign against adjustment.

In |apan,

t}:re

In the Philippines, the Freedom from Debt Coalition, an alliance of more than 250 people's organizations, is leading a nationwide campaign against the country's adjustment program. Key components
of this campaign are mobilization, education, research and advocacy. The main campaign demand
addressed to the government is for increased public spending for health, education and other essential
services. The network has written a primer on adjustment and is currently preparing a case study
on the impact of adjustment on the health sector. Regional seminars and consultations will be held
around the country in order to come up with a strategic action plan for the campaign.
TATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN

In Bolivia, the Centro de Comunicación y

Desarrollo Andino rcENDA) publishes a bilingual
(Quechua/Spanish) newspaper and produces radio programs in Quechua, analyzing aspects of
Bolivia's adjustment program and disseminating the campesinos'vision on the current policies. Also
in Bolivia, the Centro de lnaestigøción y Promoción del Campæinado GIPCA) has worked in the Bolivian
peasant sector for the past 20 years. It has worked together with other NGOs to critique the structural
adjustment programs sponsored by the World Bank and the IMF and to elaborate, with respect to
rural experiences and with the participation of those sectors affected by the SAPs, altemative
strategies, policies and methodologies to the neo-liberal development model.
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In Brazil, the Instituto Brasileiro de Análises Sociais e Econômicøs OBASE) has joined forces with trade
unions and other popular groups to develop altematives to the current industrial policy, which is

eliminating workers'protection, as well as to the MERCOSUL, the Southem Cone regional integration
project, which is closely linked to the country's adjustment program'
In Colombia, the lnstituto Latinoamericøno de Seraicios Legales Alternøtiaos ILSA) promotes networking
among Latin American legal-service groups. Together with CUSO and CRIES, ILSA pu-blishes "Free
or Faii Trade?", a bulletin which analyzes the rapidly changing trade and investment policies in Latin
America from the perspective of the popular sectors.
movements on the characteristics of adjustment and its socio-economic impact. It is currently
conducting a research project on altemative development strategies in El Salvador and Central
America and is formulating an altemative macroeconomic plan for El Salvador.

In Honduras,

Asociøción Andør supports

the growth of women's and grassroots groups. With

counterpart organrzations in Costa Rica and Guatemala, Andar promotes educational activities for
popular sectors on structural adjustrnent programs and their impact.

In jamaica, the Associntion of

Deaelopment Agencies

ØDA) is focusing its 'Freedom From Debt

Campaign' on altemative economic policies. Existing proposaìs are being collated for both public
educãtion and policy-advocacy purposes on strategies for a "post-lMF" Jamaica (referring to the
goverîrnent's claim that the current IMF loan will be the country's last). ADA is also training
ðommunity leaders in the use of educational materials, including videos on the debt crisis that have
already been produced, and is working to strengthen the efforts of a coalition of Jamaican social-sector
organizations to grapple with the effects of SAPs.

In Mexico, Equipo PUEBLO has conducted workshops with women, peasants, workers and other
c policy. It has run a workshop on the impact of
or views on privatization and other issues to the
the effects of SAPs. It is currently doing three case
with small farmers), in Mexico City (with women
in poor neighborhoods) and in Tabasco (with workers in the oil industry). Also in Mexico, Muier a
Mujer is helping to develop a gender analysis and strategies for confronting the economic sifuation
in Meúco fór Piomotoras Intemacionales, a grouping of 12labor and community organizations and
Christian base communities.
In Peru, the Centro de Estudio y Promoción de Desarollo @ESCO organizes peasants and popular sectors
around agriculture, trade and development issues and is currently conducting research on
development alternatives, structural adjustment and the privatization of public companies.

In Uruguay, ttre lnstituto del Tercu Mundo ÏTeM) publishes Third World Network Features and
magaritres in Spanish, operates an electronic communications node of the APC network, and hosts
NG-ONET, a cléaringhouse of environmental and development information for NGOs. In 1991 it
organized a seminarãntitled "World Bank Policies: the Social and Environmental Impact in Uruguay",
attãnded by economists, civil servants affected by privatization, members of agricultural and housing
cooperatives, rural workers and environmental groups.

In Central Anerica, ttre Coordinadorn

Regionøl de Inaestigøciones Económicas

y

Sociales (CRIES) is

currently carrying out six research projects which deal directly with various aspects of SAPs.
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EUROPE

In the Netherlanils, NOVIB, in cooperation with its partners in the South, monitors the effects of SAPs
on the poor, especially women. The focus is mainly on African countries, including Uganda and
Senegal, and on future World Bank policy in South Africa. A public debate on several NGO country
case studies, designed to influence policymakers on the adjustment issue, is scheduled for
September/October 1993. Also, t}:re Working Group on Hulth ønd Deaelopment Issues (WEMOÐ seeks
to raise awareness about the impact of adjustment on health and health care by publishing case
sfudies, providing information to the media and engaging in policy advocacy. A recent focus of
WEMOS'work has been on Bank-financed compensatory programs intended to cushion the impact
of adjushnent on the poor, especially those in the health sector.

In Switzerland, the Berne Declarøtion worked on a referendum opposing the country's entry into the
IMF and World Bank. Since a slim majority voted for Switzerland's joining these institutions,
monitoring Swiss actions in the Fund and Bank will be a high priority in the organization's future
work. Also in Switzerland, the Swiss Aid Agencies Coalition has been criticizing the economic and
social consequences of SAPs for many years and has been campaigning on the issue in relation to
Swiss co-financing of SAPs and Switzerland's membership in the Group of Ten (1983) and the IMF
and World nank (felZ). It is currently preparing to monitor Swiss particþation in the Bretton Woods
institutions. As one element of this monitoring, it will be writing a Policy Framework Paper (such
as those developed for Third World countries by the IMF) for Switzerland to underline the necessity
of adjushnent in the North,

In the United Kingdom, Chistian Aid's campaign on structural adjustment will focus on specific
country case studies, using information from partners to provide a critique of the macroeconomic
analysis of the World Bank and IMF. The campaign will also address the lack of accountability of
these institutions to Parliament. A major mediá evãnt is planned for \994 to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of the Bretton Woods institutions. Currently, Christian Aid convenes the Structural
Adjustment Working Group, composed of major environmental and development NGOs in the U.K.
Also in Europe, the European Network on Debt and Deaelopment (EURODAD) has made adjustment one
of its program priorities for the next three years (see page i).

NORTH AMERICA
In Canada, the Steelworkers' Humanity Fund}:.as embarked on a research project that is looking at the
impact of structural adjustment policies on local communities in Peru, Bolivia, Nicaragua,
Mozambique and Zimbabwe. These micro-level studies are using a participatory research model in
order to strengthen the community organizations involved in carrying out the studies. The findings
will be fed back directly to the local communities and presented in popular formats for sharing with
other grassroots communities and in a more academic format for policy dialogue and debate with
their respective governments. Also in Canada, t}:re Inter-Church Fund for lnternationøI Deuelopmenthas
conducted a study of the linking by the Canadian Intemational Development Agency (CIDA) of
bilateral assistance to IMF conditionality. It will be co-sponsoring (with CIDA) a two-day Round
Table in April 1993 to highlight the experience of selected Southem NGOs in the rural-development
and social-service sectors. The discussion will focus on the policy lessons to be drawn from these
experiences in order to improve the economic-reform policies promoted by the World Bank and IMF.
Parallelling this endeavor will be a nationwide public education program to highlight these issues.
Finally, CUSO CANADAhas lobbied Canadian parliamentary committees on debt and adjustment and
published numerous articles in the media on these issues.
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In the United States, three of the Forum organizers -- The Deaelopment GAP, Friends of the Earth-U.S.
and the Ofræ on Deaelopment Policy of Church World Seraice/Luthuøn World Relief -- have all made
structural adjustment a major work priority (seepøgei). Oxfam America supports projects to counteract
SAPs, including research on its adverse effects and practical measures to counteract the damage at
the local level. In Senegal, for example, it supports a local NGO's research on the impact of
adjustment on women. It also encourages South-South and North-South exchanges on adjustment.
Oxfam will continue to discuss altematives to SAPs in its advocacy efforts to revamp the U.S. foreign
aid program and in discussions with the U.S. Congress. Also, the Columban Cømpaign on Debt and
Deaelopment Alternatiaes rcODDA) collects information on local policy impacts, educates the wider
public (particularly Church members) in the North and advocates for equitable, sustainable and
Ølt-WID) is a working group of Washington, D.C.-based women researchers and policy
advocates which has focused on structural adjustment, both in the South and in the North, by
publishing briefing papers and articles, convening public events, participating in coalitions on policy
issues, and educating its members' respective organizations and constituencies. Finally, the Centø of
Concern has done research, education and advocacy work related to the impact of strucfural
adjustment on the most disadvantaged populations. It will be publishing case studies on Zambia and
Peru in eafly 7993, followed by one on Zimbabwe later in the year.
Deaelopment

INTERNATIONAL
Public Seruices lnternøtionøl @Sl), a trade-union confederation composed primarily of public-sector
unions, has worked with its affiliates to oppose structural adjushent policies through union
education, research demonstrating the negative impact of these policies around the world, nationallevel campaigns in opposition to the policies, protests to the IMF and World Bank, and linkages with
other concemed non-govemnental organizations. Both Third World Network arrd Grænpeace
lnternationøl have also launched work on SAPs (see pøge i).

Note: The Forum organizers welcome from other groups descriptions of the work they are doing on
adjustment, as well ns any ødjustment-related mnterials they hnae produced.

L2

CASE STUDIES

o Chile
o Costo Rico
o Ghono
o Zimbobwe

. Ph¡lippines
o SAPs ond the Environment

The following case profiles of adjustmmt programs u)ere prepared by ø team of Forum orgønizers
in conjunction with their Southern pmtners. The teøm included Chris Cobourn, Ross Hammond,
Karen Hønsen-Kuhn, Doug Hellinger, Lisa McGowan, Mary Peniston ønd Mailjke Torfs.
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CHILE
Chile, with a growing export-oriented economy, is often cited as "South America's tiger", a comparison
with the experiences of Korea and Taiwan. Since the mid-1980s, the economic indicators of Chile's
"success" include a steady growth rate, a rapid rise in exports, a positive trade balance, increased foreign
inveshent and a relatively low inflation rate. These have often been paraded as proof that policies
associated with structural adjustment programs (SAPs) can, indeed, bring about a healthy, sound
economy.

But a closer look at the numbers leads to a strikingly different conclusion. The alleged "successes"
of Chile have been enjoyed primarily by the economic elite and have led to an increasing concentration
of income. In addition, despite its growth and improved trade balance, the country has fallen deeper into
the debt trap; total extemal debt, including IMF credits and other short-term loans, rose from US$4.8
billion jn 1976 to US$19 billion in 1990. At the same time, investment in environmental protection has
been minimal. In sum, Chile's growth is a product of an export model that is economically unsustainable,
socially destructive and environmentally unsound.

Two Decades of Economic Adjustment and Shock Treatments
Chile's experiment with a more self-reliant development program under President Salvador Allende
was abruptly put to an end by a bloody coup led by General Augusto Pinochet n 1973. The military
regime enthusiastically embraced free-market policies and privatization and committed itself to
eliminating "suffocating statism" by promoting the creation of a new economic elite. Most süate
enterprises were sold at rock-bottom prices or retumed to their former owners. Exports and foreign
investnent were actively encouraged. Capital markets were liberalized and the currency devalued.
Shock treatments were appliedinl97i and\982, causing the economy to contract72.9 and 14 percent,
respectively. Despite its adherence to market-oriented policies, fiscal austerity and export promotion,
Chile struggled for more than ten years to gain some semblance of economic stability. Even Milton
Freidman and his fellow monetarists were eventually forced to temper their claims that Chile was an
"economic miracle". Chile was in no better position than its Latin neighbors when the debt crisis hit in
1982 and, like many others, tumed to the IMF for financial assistance. The conditionality that
accompanied these funds assured further belt tightening for the poor.

The Financial Dam Breaks
Chile had begun accumulating massive amounts of debt during the late 1970s. New private financial
and industrial conglomerates blossomed under a shower of foreign credit, which was considerably
cheaper than local capital, With easy access to extemal financing, not only was this new elite - t}lre grupos
foreign
- able to concentrate wealth in a few hands, they also contributed to an enormous increase in1982
the
debt. Private-sector extemal debt grew from US$1.6 billion n 1978 to US$8.1 billion in 1981. In
bubbte burst. A financial crisis was provoked by the overextended grupos, a drop in copper prices and
poor foreign-exchange-rate managementj The govemment unilaterally decided to assume responsibility
for the private debt, which represented 65 percent of total debt in 1981, even though it had never
guaranteed those loans. Chile logically tumed to the IMF during this credit crunch.
The IMF rapidly approved a US$523 million standby loan to Chile and a US$307 million compensatory
financing facility loan, as Chile had already eagerly implemented the measures normally required for IMF
financing. The 1983 program was a short-term emergency operation. The Chilean authorities devalued
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the peso and instituted strict demand-management policies, including the elimination of wage indexation
and the lowering of the wage floor. Through the rest of the decade, IMF and World Bank assistance to
Chile totaled US$3,7 billion.

Benefits for the Elite Paid for by the Poor
Although Chile's economy showed a more consistent growth pattem by the mid-1980s, only a very
few have benefitted from the uptum. Most Chileans have had to bear a high cost for the prescribed
shock therapies, while the economic benefits have not trickled down. Instead, the IMF programs have
resulted in a larger concentration of income, further widening the gap between the rich and the poor.
1978 the richest L0 percent of the population enjoyed 37 percent of Chile's national income, while
50 percent of the population had 20 percent of that income. By 1988 the top 10 percent had
poorest
the
47 percent of the income and the poorest only 77 percent. Consumption pattems followed the same
trend. In 1969 the poorest 20 percent consumedT.6 percent of the country's ouþut; this share dropped
to 4.4 percent in 1988. Meanwhile, the rich saw their share increase fuom M5 percent in 7969 to 54.6
percent in 1988.

ln

Although GDP per capita has been rising slowly (from US51,.,207 n 7979 to US$1,318 in 1988), this
figure disguises the price the poor have paid to make that growth possible, Over 40 percent of Chile's
14 million citizens live in poverty and some two million in extreme poverty. The restructuring of the
Chilean economy throughout the 1970s and early-'8Os led to high unemployment and contributed to a
severe decline in real wages. Labor was unable to protect itself since trade unions were systematically
repressed under the Pinochet regime.
Unemployment officially peaked at around 20 percent tn 7982; it would have reached 30 percent if
it had not been for an emergency employment program financed by a military goveffrment increasi.gly
concemed about the political implications of severe unemployment. The projects funded, however, only
provided temporary work at sub-minimum wages, sometimes as little as one-quarter of the official minimurn wage. Wages declined dramatically during this period, not only because of high unemployment
but also because export growth was predicated on it. The IMF, in fact, included 'wage restraint' as one
of the conditions of its f9aS structurál adjustment loan, which also included shifting expenditures from
social services to export-oriented infrastructure.
Under adjustment, the quality of life for the poor further deteriorated with the increasing privatization
of education and health care. Public funds are now being used more and more to subsidize private
health care and education. Currently, an employee may apply the mandatory seven percent deduction
from wages for health care towards a public or private program. The rich invest this money in private
programs, while the poor must rely on an increasingly pauperized public-health sector. Even Finance
Minister Alejandro Foxley, at a 799"1. IMF meeting, openly acknowledged the deteriorating situation,
noting the poor conditions that existed for public-health and education workers.

The Promotion of 'Cheap' Exports Plunders the CountrS/s Natural Resources
Chile's structural adjustment programs have concentrated upon the elimination of trade barriers, the
promotion of private domestic and intemational investment, and the diversification of export production.
The country has seen an increase in its export eamings, which grew from US$3.8 billion in 1985 to US$8.3
billion in 1990. Although it has also been able to reduce its dependence on mining from 86 percent of
export eamings in1970 to 54 percent in 1990, most of its exports are still primary products or minimally
processed ones. And, in promoting exports, the govemment has eagerly invested in infrastrucfure, such
as roads and ports, to facilitate this exploitation. These investments and the rapid extraction of resources
have often had deleterious effects on the nafural environment.
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The avid promotion of private control over "non-traditional exports", for instance, has resulted in
enonnous environmental damage. The development of cellulose and wood products has led to massive
deforestation, not only destructive to the environment and indigenous peoples, but also damaging to the
future productive capacity of the forestry sector. The govemment received a one-shot source of income
by selling off huge tracts of forests to a small number of local and foreign investors. Since then, up to
40,000 hectares of native forest have been felled and replanted with non-native pine and eucalypfus
nlantations, causing serious ecological damage through soil erosion and the increased use of pesticides
and agrochemicals. The Penhuenche Indians not only lost an important source of income with the felling
of the araucaria trees, but they also lost access to native lands.

Similarly, the export of fishmeal has been devel-

Other
25.O%

Mining
54.O%

Cellulose

30%
Fishmeal
6.0%

Agriculture
l2.o%

overharvested Chilean
waters, which, when
combined with the dumping of toxic wastes, is
squeezing out small-scale, sustainable fishing. The
fruit industry, the major agricultural export eamer,
is also creating enorrnous unaccounted environmental costs, since it relies heavily on chemical fertilizers
and pesticides. It is also one of the industries most
susceptible to the whims of the international market:
a whole year's crop was lost in 1991as U.S. consumers joined in a boycott of Chilean fruit caused by
rumors of poisoned grapes.

How Healthy Is an Economy Based on Exports?
Chile, like all developing countries, is vulnerable to price fluctuations in the world market for its
primary exports. Ironically, a state-owned companp CODELCO, is responsible for most of the country's
copper production and remains a key source of foreign-exchange revenue for the govemment. In recent
years, Chile has compensated for declining world prices by rapidly expanding copper production. Its
economy has evolved from one in which 33 percent of its total production was oriented towards exports
in 1960 to 57 percent in 1990.
Furthermore, Chile is relying increasingly on foreign capital to expand its export sector, with more
than half of all foreign investment going to mining projects. Foreign capital has been attracted by
extremely liberal laws regulating inveshnent and the repatriation of profits. And once the profits have
been extracted, particularly in the case of non-renewable raw materials, investors typically move on to
greener pasfures.

Buried under a Continuing Burden of Debt
Chile's debt peakedlr:.1987 at over US$21 billion. Financing from the IMF and World Bank gave it
sufficient breathing room to develop strategies to reduce its overall debt by about US$3 billion by 1989.
The government employed aggressive export-promotion policies and, between 1985 and1991,, eliminated
a significant amount of debt through debt-equity swaps through which foreign companies gained
important access to land and mining interests. With the stamp of approval from the IMF, the country
was also able to ease short-term pressures by rescheduling US$12 billion of its commercial debt in 1987
and another US$1.8 billion in 1990. In addition, coÍunercial banks have granted new credits, since U.S.
banking authorities have upgraded Chile's credit rating.
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In June 1991 Chile became the first country to obtain a reduction of its official debt to the United
States -- US$16 million was written off of its outstanding US$40 million PL-480 debt, as it was seen as
the only country that was involved in "economic revitalization under the auspices of the IMF, the World
Bank and the IDB" and was improving relations with commercial banks, while opening up to foreign
invesfrnent.

None of these measures, however, has fundamentally resolved Chile's debt problem. The debt-swap
program has essentially run its course, the rescheduling of commercial debt has only posþoned
repayment, and the debt-reduction plans have involved only token amounts of debt. Furthermore, debt
has been climbing again and is likely to pass its 1986 high point. After two decades of economic
stabilization and adjustment under the watchful eyes of the IMF and the World Bank, the Chilean people
and their environment continue to pay a price for a policy that has served a very different set of interests.

28,1991. (its source
Chilù; CRS Report to Congress, World BankIMF Adjustment Loøns ønd the Poor in
Deueloping Countriæ. 1. February L991; V. Bøchettø, "Chile: Un modelo económico pøru quienes", W
World Network Features. 2 February L992; "Chile: Poor Schools, Poor HeøIth Care, People Crømmed into
Slttms", Miømi Hedd. 10 May L992; Wilf'redo Marcel and Cesar Pødilla, "El Medio Ambiente y lø
Iniciøtiaø Bltsh" en Por LIna lnitiøtiaa de los Pueblos de las Amerius, December 7997; US Embøssy
Søntiago, Market REorts. December 1-99L.
Sources

for this case study include: Business International, Country Profile,2S luly

is Bønco Central de
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COSTA RICA
Having entered the 1980s with an economy in crisis, Costa Rica became the first country in Central
America to undergo a structural adjustment program. After over a decade of stabilization (designed to
lower inflation and govemment deficits) and adjustment (geared towards increasing exports), Costa Rica
is often cited as an economic success story. Economic growth has resumed, unemplo)¡ment has fallen,
and its debt-service burden has been reduced.
Other measures of the country's well-being, however, paint a more troubling picture. Costa Rica's
trade deficit, for example, has increased to unprecedented levels despite aggressive export-promotion
programs, and the fiscal deficit and inflation continue at historically high levels. Income distribution has
become increasingly skewed in the last ten years/ particularly in the rural areas, where many farmers
have been badly hit by the govemment's new agricultural policy.
Background

Costa Rica has a distinctive tradition of democracy unique in Central America. Its post-war
development model emphasizing agro-exports and import-substitution industries created enough wealth
to fund an extensive social-service system. However, by the end of the 1970s consumption by the middle
and upper classes raised demand for imported goods, and the light assembly plants that dominated the
manufacturing sector were also heavily import dependent. Adding to the strain on the country's foreignexchange reserves, world prices for coffee (Costa Rica's main export eamer) plummeted.
Faced with these multiple crises, President Rodrigo Carazo met with the Intemational Monetary Fund
(IMF) in 1980 and agreed tã an austerity plan that inúuded currency devaluation and cuts in government
expenditures in refum for a two-year, US$79 million standby arrangement. Over the next three years,
Costa Rica carried out limited, short-term stabilization programs designed to bring down inflation and
restore growth. In 1985, in addition to signing a new standby agreement with the IMF, the govemment
received its first structural adjustment loan from the World Bank.

Ignoring Costa Rica's vulnerability to unstable agriculfural export markets and prices, the adjustment
programs promoted by the Bank and the Fund during the second half of the decade continued to focus
on export promotion, including non-traditional exports. A second Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL II)
in 1989 increased the emphasis on these exports within the new agricultural policy, known as the
"Agriculture of Change". In addition, both structural adjustment loans mandated "industrial
reconversion", i.e., reorienting industry away from producing for the domestic market towards producing
for export.

USAID Weighs In
Although the IMF, the World Bank and the Costa Rican govemrnent have been the main architects
of the country's structural adjustment prbgram, the U.S. Agency for Intemational Development (USAID)
has also played its part. The bulk of USAID funding to Costa Rica in the 1980s supported the
development of non-traditional agricultural exports, subsidized imports of basic grains under the Foodfor-Peace progr¿rm (P.L. 480) and promoted the privattzation of state-owned marketing boards. USAID
money has also been used to leverage compliance with World Bank and IMF conditions, with
disbursements often held up until these conditions were fulfilled.
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Between 1948 and 1980, U.S. bilateral economic assistance to Costa Rica totaled just US$282 million.
This figure skyrocketed to a total of US$1.33 billion between 1980 and 1990, Ieading to the creation of
what many observers are calling a "parallel state". As budgets are cut or govemment agencies privatized
to reach macroeconomic perfonnance targets set under the adjustment program, USAID has funded
private agencies to perform some of the same functions, including road construction and business
promotion. These well funded private agencies are accountable to USAID rather than to the Costa Rican
goveffunent or public.

The Real Record
After more than a decade of strucfural adjustment and stabilization, huge amounts of foreign aid and
significant sacrifices on the part of its citizens, Costa Rica's macroeconomic perfonnance - the principal
focus of the policy reforms -- is, at best, mixed. Average growth throughout the period is just slightly
higher than that for Latin America and the Caribbean as a whole. GDP per capita only managed to
achieve 1980 levels in 1990. Inflation has started to rise again, reaching 25 percent in 1991.., its highest
level since 1982. In spite of the massive amounts of money and technical assistance that have been
poured into export-promotion programs, the country's trade deficit has increased, growing from US$135
million in 1984 to US$569 million in1991, more than a 2S0-percent jump. Export volumes, especially of
non-traditional products, have increased considerably, but imports have expanded even more, as trade
barriers have been eliminated under the adjusEnent program. ItVhile Costa Rica's debt-service burden
has been reduced, its total debt increased from US$2.1 billion in 1980 to US$3.8 billion in 1991 despite
participation in the U.S. Brady Plan.
Ottón Solís, Minister of Planning under President Oscar Arias during the 1980s, has expressed deep
concem that the period since 1985 is the first time in the country's history that GDP has grown while
wages have decreased. He believes that this model has created a vicious cycle that will continue to widen
the gap between rich and poor. According to Mario Lungo of the Centro Superior Universitaria Centro
Americana (CSUCA), "[t]he 1980s generated a high proportion of jobs of inferior quality, of great
instability and low income...[E]mployment levels have recuperated (to their 1980levels) while income fell
and poverty increased".
Agriculhrre, the Environment & Health
In the agriculfural sector, goveffÌrnent support has shifted away from small-farm agriculture towards
export production by large-scale domestic and foreign investors. Few small farmers have benefitted from
the "Agriculture of Change" program because the start-up costs related to non-traditional export crops
are high and access to credit has been severely restricted. As a result, the share of the country's
agricultural production controlled by large landowners and foreign investors, such as Del Monte and
Dole, has grown substantially. Farm leader Carlos Campos claims that there has been a "frightening
concentration of land ownership" since the new policies went into effect in 1986 as more and more
farmers are forced to sell their land and become landless workers on corporate plantations. The World
Bank itself acknowledged this danger in a 1988 memorandum on Costa Rica, stating that "...small holders
unable to move into the new (non-traditional) activities might have to sell their land and become landless
wofkers."

Maoy farmers' organtzations that object to the overemphasis on export production point to the
country's deepening dependence on imported food, including subsidized imports, for its basic food
supply. In July 1990, leaders of 32 farmers' organizations sent a letter to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs of the U.S. House of Representatives, declaring that the structural adjustment measures imposed
by the World Bank and the food aid administered by USAID in Costa Rica had led to "...the reduction
of our eamings, hunger and suffering for our farnilies, and the loss of our nations's food security."
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For at lerct 80 indebted gwernments around the woild struggling to pøy the interest on olil loans means securing new loans,
ønd securingnew loøns meøns followingnew rules. Those rules
usually incluile reducing the støte's role in the econoffiy, loweringbørriers to imports, removingrestrictions on foreign invatment, cutting wøges, d*aluing the currency, and promoting
production for export røther thøn for locøl consumption.
Liberalizøtion, economic policy reþrm, debt restructuringwith concall
ditionøIity, structwal ødjustment policies or "SAPS" for short
them whøt you will. The measures, insist the r ulemaku s, w ill s trengthen
economies, fuel growth andhelp the poor.
In September 1992, while the rulemakers met øt the ønnual meetíng
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orgønizations from ørounil the world met across town to tell their side
of the story. Twefue of them spoke n ø nøtional telqision øudience ønd
to a pønel of journalists from the Washington Post, Nøtional Public
Radio, theEinancial Times, ønd lnterPress Se¡vice Here is some of what
they hød to say.
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cent of the world consumes
eighty percent ofthe natural resources; thistoo was often said in
Rio. In the South, the defense of

our economic base isn't merely
for ethical or theoretical reasons.
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economic mismanagement and
financial mismanagement from

David Abdullah, Trinidad and

theNorth to the South, and from

Tobago, Head of Education and
Research at the Oilfìeld Work-

the Southern elites to the South-

ers'Trade Union

"During the 1980s under
structural

adj

ustments, instead

of flowing North to

South
through loans and aid investment, more moneyflowed from
South to North in debt servicing,

capital flight, and profits from
transnational corporations and
the privatization of state-owned
companies. In truth and fact, the
countries ofthe South are subsidizing the countries of the North.
We are helping to subsidize the

United States deficit."

Martin Khor, Malaysia, Director

ThirdWorldNetwork
"Structural adjustment is a
mechanism to shift the burden of

of

ern communities and people.
Structural adjustment is also a
policy to continue colonial trade
and economic patterns developed duringthe colonial period,
but which the Northern powers
want to continue in the post-co-

lonial period. Economically
speaking, we [countries in the
South] are more dependent on
the ex-colonial countries than we
ever were. The World Bank and

IMF are playingthe role that our

ex-colonial masters used to
Play."
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Maria Onestini, Argentina, Codirector of Centro de Estudios
Ambimtales
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We are defending our ability to
live off of our own commodities.
To do so necessitates commodity markets that truly reflect environmental degradation."

"The Rio conference on envtronment and development constantly referred to 'sustainable
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development.' But we in the
South would rephrase that in

Diana Lima Handem, GuineaBissau, founding member of

light ofpolicies such as structural
adjustment, because what they

Associacao de Estudos e Alter-

actually promote is unsus-

"Behind structural adjust-

tainable underdevelopment. The
adustments that really need to
be made are adjustments in production, consumption, and dis-

ment there is a model for the development of our society. It is a
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natural resources that has two

tribution patterns.

fundamental characteristics.
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patterns need to promote social
and ecological justice.

That social and environmental injustice is currentlyacondition ofthe South is simple to see.
Take for example the import in
the South of wastes and pesti-
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One is the reinforcement of an
elite that will increase exploitation ofproducers. And the second is the reinforcement of the
patriarchy."

sumption patternsthat we know

eggy Antrobus, Barbados,
Founder and Tutor-Coordinator of the Women and Development Institute
"Underþing these policies is

need to be changed. Twenty per-

a set of assumptions about

cides banned in the North. The
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women's work: that women are
housewives, do not work and,
therefore, thatwomen can fillthe
gap created by cuts in social ser-

yices. Of course, [the policy is]
labeled'privatization.' The governments must not spend money

on [education, health, and hu-

only talk to your central bank
governor. We only talk to your
minister of fìnance." This is a
joint production ofthe international finance community with
the cooperation of local elites
and leaders in our own country.
The majority of the people are

Martin Khor
"I think the main beneficiaries of structural adjustment are

the international commercial
banks and the major multinational companies. These institu-

tions were in large part

What is the alternative? There
is no question that reforms are
needed, but these reforms should

be initiated by the countries
themselves, not by external ínstitutions like the World Bank and
the IMF. Such programs should
be initiated with a view to cushioning, to softening, to protect-

man infrastructure] , this must be
left to the private sector or to the

shut out of the negotiations."

responsible for the debt crisis
because they made unviable

Narda Meléndez, Honduras

loans. Now they want their
money back, but many of the

ing those who are most helpless."

household, meaning to women.
The foundation is that women's
time and labor can be exploited."

"The term 'democracy' is

countries owing are bankrupt. So

used so much that itis incredible
to me. I agree that we need to de-

there is an adjustment to be

Narda Melendez, Honduras,

Atherton Martin, Dominica,
Director of The Development
Institute
"The alternative begins to
emerge when one agrees to

Coordinator of Asociación

mand more democracy by our
governments. And we are clam-

Andar
"To minimize the social impacts of structural adjustment,

oring for this. But this form of
democrac¡ in which the meaning of the word means only to

women become the administrators ofresources. Thelogic is this:
ifthe national education budget
is reduced, the mothers will find

vote for elected offìcials, is ironic
and burlesque. It does not guar-

ways to meet the educational
needs of the

I

children."

loans back even if they cannot be

repaid, by giving new options to
the ThirdWorld countries. That
is, new loans to payback the old
loans to prevent a banking crisis

change the assumptions of the

model which measures economic growth in terms of ex-

port-led growth, foreign

antee civil or political rights, or
our right to popular demonstrations. Economic tactics like those

of the US government actually
aid the repression that we experience at home. Whydid the US

Democracy

Leonor Briones, The Philippines, President of the Freedom

from Debt Coalition
"The very logic and frame-

work of structural adjustment
policies require the repression

made. Either the banks' profìts
will fall, or they will get those

of

government deny a visa to a
union leader invited to come to
this conference? Because she was
fighting against the anti-democratic actions of her government
in Honduras. We can't talk about
true democracy - only of a de-

democratic rights. This is because these policies demand
drasticfisc¿I, monetar¡ and economic measures which cannot
help but raise very strong reac-

I

tions from the public. And such

tor of the Public Interest Re-

reactions have to be repressed. It
is not surprising that manystructural adjustment programs are

search Group
"In the eighties,we can clearly
see that structural adjustment

successfully implemented in
countries like my own, under a
dictatorship. We shouldn't let
our own governments off the
hook when they have blindlyand
slavishlyimplemented these progams at the expense ofthe interests of their own people. When
we complain to the World Bank
and the IMF, they tell us, "So

policies have benefited the rich,
the upper class, because we cirn
see the import of luxury goods
such as color televisions, VCRs,
washing machines, and microwaves. Forty-six percent ofour
population is below the poverty
line. They don't have access to
clean drinking water. They don't
have access to education, or to
hospitals. What is happening is
the privatization ofprofit, and
the nationalization of losses."

sorry we don't talk to people. We

only talk to governments. We
only talk to your president. We

mocracywhich

is

manipulated."

Who Benefits

Kavaljit Singh, India, Coordina-

in the North. That's what structural adjustment is all about: it is
structurally adj usting economies
so that they can pay what they
actually cannot pay by postponingthe crisisto thefuture. Byre-

aligning the loans, the World
Bank and IMF are benefi ciaries."

f

exchange earnings, jobs created
in free zones, et cetera. Ifthese are
the only criteria that are applied,
then the model has its logic. But
when one adds the kind of crite-

ria that include human conditions - the conditions of the
women in the free zones, workers on the farms, the small

Alternat¡ves

Leonor Briones
"There are losers and thereare

farm-

ers producing food

the

deterioration of the environment
- the modelhas no logic. Theal-

winners in structural adjust-

ternative has to be

a model based
on enhancingand improvingthe

ment. The losers are those who

human condition. Educ¿tion,

helped by structural adjustment

housing, health, training: these
ofan alternative
that are discarded by the structural adjustment model. Hence

are thosewho are leastdeserving.

the disaster."

are already losing. The winners:

the banks, the businessmen, the

politicians. Those who are

Repr¡nted from BankCheck (No 5, October 1992) For subscription informat¡on contact:
Bank0heck c/o lRN, 1847 BerkeleyWay, Berkeley CA, 94703 USA
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The environmental impacts of adjustment have been equally severe. Production of the new export
crops in Costa Rica typically involves extensive use of agrochemicals because many of the crops are not
native to the country and thus are highly susceptible to pests and diseases. At least 1,500 farm workers
seek medical attention each year, though government officials say that even that number seriously
underestimates actual cases of poisoning. In a 1990 survey conducted by the Centro de Capacitación para
el Desarrollo (CECADE),70 percent of melon producers using such agrochemicals as Tamaron, Paraquat
and Lannate (Metomil) reported seeing animals die after spraying and 58 percent of them knew of water
supplies poisoned by the agrochemicals. Hilly areas have become severely deforested by farmers who have
had to move on after exhausting their lands by overusing agrochemicals.
Historically , Costa Rica has had a strong social-service sector. Over the

decade, however, spending

while underemployment has grown and real wages have fallen. Sources within the Ministry of Labor
recently leaked a confidential study showing that the number of people living in poverty has increased to
28 percent of the population since the adjustment program began. The report concludes that the grouPs
benefitting most from the adjustment measures are exporters of non-traditional products, importers and
those linked to the financial-services sector.
Health conditions have also deteriorated. A Ministry of Health report in 1985 indicated significant
increases in intestinal parasitic diseases, rheumatic fever and alcoholism, which it linked to the worsening
economic conditions. Conversely, the public-health system's ability to cope has been seriously compromised due to cuts in the govemment health budget.
The Threat to Democracy & the Popular Response
The social and economic decline in Costa Rica could have profound implications for the country's
democratic system. In the past, rising real wages both in the urban and rural sectors raised standards of
living throughout the country and brought a relative degree of social harmony. Today, with worsening
economic conditions, there is a growing sense of unease and distrust that could jeopardize this peace. The
independent Costa Rican Human Rights Commission recently issued a report indicating a sharp rise in
human rights abuses in Costa Rica. Incidents of arbitrary arrest and police brutality, virtually unheard of
in the past, have increased dramatically. ItVhile other social services were being cut, the budget for police
forces jumped 32 percent in 1989 and another 10 percent in 1990.
Popular opposition to adjustment policies has grown throughout the country. Proposed cuts in publicsectorèmplo)¡ment have elicited strong reactions from unions, which have organtzed a series of national
strikes, work stoppages and demonstrations. Their demands include salary increases to offset a 25-percent
decline in the purchasing power of their wages over the last four years and a halt to further layoffs.
Resistance among rural people has also become highly organizæd, with squatter invasions of empty lands
and demonstrations against declining services and access to credit widespread. Farmers have held
demonstrations across the country, occupying government buildings and blocking highways.
Costa Ricans from all walks of life are advancing altemative proposals for the development of their
country. Plans have been proposed by farmers'unions, organized labor and environmentalists, as well as
academic groups. The Concejo Nacional de Pequeños y Medianos Productores "Justicia y Desarrollo", a
coalition of 95 fishing, farming, forestry and other producers' groups, have proposed three goals for a
policy of rational agricultural transformation: 1) food "sovereignty" (i.e., national control over food supply),
not just in food grains, but in all basic food groups; 2) vertical integration of production, so that farmers
participate in and benefit from all stages, from purchasing inputs to exporting crops; and 3) agricultural
development which is socially, economically and ecologically sustainable. UPANacional, Costa Rica's
largest farmers'union, has presented a plan that focuses on a fair return to producers, with a guaranteed
price based on the cost of production. Both gloups are continuing negotiations with the govemment.
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All of these alternative proposals share a commitment to self-determination and broad-based,
sustainable development. They rest
model has failed and that plans
should be devised to meet domestic
They do not propose retuming
to the past, but, recognizing the lim
model, they suþgest working

toward a future in which all citizens benefit from economic growth.

Sources for this study include: world Bønk, 1997 world Tables; Economic commission
for Latin America
and the Cøribbeøn,
December 199L; WiIIiam Reuben Soto,
a
pequeña producción agropecuariø en Costa Rica, L989; Alaaro Riuas Villøtoro, "Las Exp or taciones Agrícoløs
No TradicionøIes Costaticenses 0.989-L990)", 1.991; and April 7991_ interuiews with Ottón Solís, lorge
Hernández (UP AN acionøl) and Carlos Campos (Concejo Nacional de Pequeños y Medianos Productores
"
lusticia y Desønollo" ).
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GHAIVA
Ghana,s structural adjustment program/ one of the longest-running IMF/World Bank-initiated
economic-reform programé in Africa, is regularly cited by Fund and Bank economists as th9 pti-g example
of how SAps c.tre failirrg economies and place them on a path to sustainable growth. Although there is
overwhelming evidenceõf the program's failure, it continues to be used to legitimize adjustment programs
elsewhere on the continent.

virtual collapse, the victim of falling cocoa prices,
political instability. At the same time, US$1.5 billion
7974 matured. Faced with possible bankruptcy, the
dertook a series of strucfural adjustment programs
IMF. The programs became known collectively as
ich was divided into three phases: Stabilization,
e of

Rehabilitation, and Liberalization and Growth.

STATED GOALS OF THE 'ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAM' (ERP)
ERP I (1984-1s86): Stabilization
arrest and reverse the decline in production
control inflation
reform prices and restore production incenttves
restore overseas confidence in Ghana
mobilize both domestic and foreign resources to restore the living standards of Ghanaians
improve the overall availability of foreign exchange and improve allocation mechanisms
ERP ll (1987-1989): Rehabilitation
ensure substantial economic growth (around 5%)
stimulate substantial increases in the levels of savings and investment
place the balance of payments on a sounder footing
improve public-sector management
ERP lll (19S9-1993): Liberalization and Growth
ensure an average annual growth of 5%, or about 2% per capita
reduce inflation
generate a substantial balance-of-payments surplus
promote private investment
promote growth in the agricultural sector

In its quest for economic recovery, Ghana has dra vn upon virtually every funding_m.!!?"it* available
at the Bank and Fund. By the end of 1990 the goverîrnent had contracted over US$1.75 billion in Bank
loans and credits. In fact, by 1988 Ghana was the hird largest recipient in the world of credit from the
Intemational Development Ássociation (IDA), the Bank's soft-loan window. Only India and China, with
a combined population of two billion, received more than Ghana, whose population is only L5 million.
IMF funding .t.ta"r the ERP has totalled over US$1.35 billion, and total financial resources from bilateral
and multilaiãral sources amounted to US$8 billion over the first seven years of the program/ making Ghana
one of the most favored aid recipients in the developing world.
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Macroeconomic Failures of the ERP
Despite massive arnounts of foreign financing, Ghana can claim little real progress under its SAPs, The
most regularly cited indicator of success -- real GDP growth averaging 3.88 percent annually between
7983-7990 -- is a decided improvement over the negative growth rates experienced in the immediate preadjustment period. However, this figure looks less impressive when one takes into account population
growth (3.1 percent a year\, huge inflows of foreign exchange from donors, relatively good weather
conditions over the adjustment period, and the initial goodwill of the Ghanaian people towards the ERP.
Furthermore/ an examination of the sectoral distribution of GDP growth shows that:

o

growth has taken place principally in those areas receiving direct financial/investment support;

o

while the minerals and forestry sectors have been growing, manufacturing has been declining;

o
o

the performance of the domestic food and livestock sub-sectors, critical to the well-being of most
Ghanaian consumers, have been on balance negative; and

the service sector, especially the transport and wholesale and retail sub-sectors, has grown from a
37-percent share of GDP to 42.5 percent, indicating that the economy is increasingly becoming a
'buying and selling" one.

The evidence clearly indicates that growth in Ghana is aid driven and, as such, is fragile and skewed
toward those areas in which the donors are interested - such as nafural-resource extraction -- rather than
towards domestic capacity building.

The goals of the latest phase of the ERP are to reduce inflation, generate a substantial balance-ofpayments surplus, promote private investment, and stimulate growth in the agriculfural export sector.
These goals have remained elusive, however:

.

by

1.990, real annual growth of GDP had fallen to 21 percent, down from over six percent in the
mid-l980s;
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¡

inflation, which dropped from 123 percent in 1983 to 25.2 percent in 1989, jumped to 37'7 percent

in

1990;

¡

the country's balance-of-payments deficit has been increasing since

o

the ratio of investment to GNP is lower than it was in the 1960s and '70s; and

¡

the tightening of credit (designed to control inflation) has decreased domestic investment and
increased reHãnce on foreign borrowing; by 1992 the interest rate had risen to 37 percent.

1.983;

Cocoa over Food
has been chief among the successes claimed for the
orts rose by over 70 percentbetween 1983 and 1988,

J.ä"ff ;:'il:i::åx:i:,îffi s##äi:il":fi::

0s. According to a U.S. Congressional study, world
percent
annually while supply has grown by six to seven
two
consumption of cocoa has increased by only
percent.

ated local and regional income disparities. While
e in the agricultural sector has been invested in the
percent of Ghana's farming population and are
onally been favored by both government and donors
. Growing inequity within the cocoa-producing
The top seven percent of Ghana's cocoa producers
7970s.
population has also been documented since the
äwï ahost half of the land cultivated for cocoa, while 70 percent own farms of less than six acres.
The economic incentives extended to those involved in export production have not been available to
Ghana's food producers. The govemment has failed to promote food security througl appropriate
measures to ra-ise productivity, yield and storage. As a result, Ghana's food self-sufficiency declined
non{ocoa farmers stagnated. Producers of rice,
a flood of cheap imports, the product of trade-

Bearing the Burden of Adjustment
The impact of adjushent on the fishing industry has been equally devastating. 4t a-result of a series
of currency devaluations, inputs have become more expensive, particularly for small-scale operators who
fish to meet local needs. Increased production costs are then passed on to consumers, whose real wages
have been falling, in the form of higher prices for fish. Since Ghanaians obtain 60 percent of their protein
from fish and fìóh by-products, thã deèrease in fish consumption has contributed to increased rates of
malnutrition in the countrY'
The costs and burdens of structural adjustment have fallen in other ways on the poorer sections of the
population. Partially as a result of cuts in wages anr public ex_penditures, currency devaluation, and the
introduction of user-fees for health and educational services, illiteracy and drop-out rates have risen and
malnutrition and illness among the poor have increased. When the minimum daily wage of 21.8 cedis
(Ghana's currency) was arìnounced in 1990, the Trades Union Congress calculated that an average family
needed 2,000 cedis a day for food alone'
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The elimination of thousands of govemment jobs under the adjustment program has also had a
deleterious effect on the economy and the people. Aside from the direct impact these cutbacks have had
on urban unemployment rates, second-tier effects are being felt by the dependents of the newly
unemployed, many of whom have been fôrced to take to the streets in search of income for their families.
It is estimated that in Ghana an average of L5 people are at least partially dependent on each principal
urban wage eamer.
In contrast, rich Ghanaians have fared quite well under adjustment. Data generated by the 1987 Living
Standards Measurement Survey indicate an increase in income inequality in the 1980s compared to the
7970s. Land holdings and agricultural export eamings have become more concentrated in fewer hands,
especially in the cocoa sector. Import-liberalization measures have led to increased food imports,
producing the illusion of a greater availability of food. The rich, with money to spend, have more access
to a wider range of food products, while more of the poor are going hungry.

Cutting Down the Forest for the Trees

Ghana's Original Forest Cover (top)
Compared to What Remains Today (bottom)

The economic-reform progr¿rm has also
promoted the export of timber, Ghana's third
most important export commodity after
cocoa and minerals. Major overseas aid and
credit packages have been arranged from a
variety of sources, including IDA, with
foreign exchange provided to timber companies to enable them to purchase new materials and equipment. As a result, timber
exports, in terms of volume and value, have
increased rapidly since the start of the ERP,
rising from US$16 million in 1983 to US$99
million by 1988.

(only southern Ghana shown)

Such a quick-fix solution to Ghana's need
for foreign-exchange eamings has contributed to the loss of Ghana's already depleted

\tr

forest resources and undermined the
country's economic recovery. Between
1981-1985,

the annual rate of deforestation

,
¡r
a

I

was 1..3 percent, and current estimates are as
high as two percent a year. Ghana's tropical
a ,,
forest area is now just 25 percent of its original size. The impact of deforestation is
widespread, affecting the livelihoods of local
people, disrupting important environmental
functions and severely disturbing the biological integrity of the original forest ecosystem. Timber
companies and fly-by-night contractors have cut down the Ghanaian forests indiscriminately. Widespread
deforestation is leading to regional climatic change, soil erosion and large-scale desertification.
Deforestation also threatens household and national food security now and in the future. Seventy-five
percent of Ghanians depend on wild g¿ìme to supplement their diet. Stripping the forest has led to sharp
increases in malnutrition and disease. For women, the food, fuel, and medicines that they harvest from
the forest provide critical resources/ especially in the face of decreased food production,lower wages and
other economic shocks that threaten household food security. This resource is lost when trees are cut for
export.
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As Ghan¡ Goes, So Goes the Continent

After nine years of economic recovery programs and huge amounts of foreign aid, Ghana's total
extemal debt has risen from US$1.4 billion to almost US$4.2 billion. Current investment and savings are
too low to sustain the GNP growth rate (in the absence of foreign funding), and capital flight has become

serious
degradat
fact that

MF than it has received from it. Environmental
of the ERP. All of these indicators point to the
bleak.

a

And yet The Washington Post reported on 7 September 1 ee2) that
rest of Africa should copy Raw lings' budget<utting, free-trade ways.

w estem

creditors afEue that the
The article quoted a Western

and other African countries undergoing adjustment is not whether they can win the
question for
garne, but whether they can survive it.
This cøse study is based upon tlv following documents: Charles Abugre, "Behind the Crowded Shelaes: An
Assessment of Ghnnø's Structurøl Adjustment Expuience,1983-L991" (1992 drøft); Friends of the Eafth

lnternationø\,

;

Charles Abugre, "Ghnna's'Model' SAP Crumbles",

1990).
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ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe, long considered one of Africa's economic success stories, has lately fallen onto hard times
as a result of the deadly combination of a devastating drought and the Economic Strucfural Adjustment
Program (ESAP) that it has been pursuing for the past three years. During 1991 the country's inflation rate
rose to around50 percent, while the people's average income fell from US$600 to US$430; currentlp close
to 70 percent of the population lives under the poverty line. These economic hardships threaten to destroy
the relative stability that Zimbabwe has enjoyed in a region tom by armed conflicts.
Background

After sharp disagreements with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1984 over the level of social
spending and its policy of allocating foreign exchange to import-substitution industries, the Zimbabwean
governrnent embarked on what it termed a'home-grown'structural adjustment program. Although the
goveffìrnent program did impose a certain amount of austerity and unemployment rose, it was credited
with boosting small-holder production and protecting the health and education programs in which
President Robert Mugabe had invested so much political capital. Between 1984 and 1990, the country
posted an average annual growth rate of 3.1 percent in the face of recurrent drought and destabilization
by South Africa.
Despite these impressive growth figures, Zimbabwe began to experience foreign-exchange shortages
world prices for its major agriculfural exports, chiefly tobacco and cotton. Among
other problems, this constraint limited the ability of manufacturers to import the machinery needed foi
expansion. Desperate for foreign exchange, the govemment quietly began negotiations with the Bank for
a structural adjustment loan in 1989.
as a result of declining

Finance Minister Bernard Chidzero has fought consistently for the deregulation of the economy and
has been clear from the beginning about the need for an open capitalist strategy. Meanwhile, Mugabe's
fixation on state<ontrolled solutions and his team's resistance to a loss of control have blinded thãm to
alternatives which give ordinary citizens a greater role in the formulation and implementation of economic
policy. As a result Chidzero,long a darling of the World Bank, has strengthened his hold on the country's
economic-planning process.

In early 1991 the govemment abandoned its'home grown'adjustment program and adopted one with
its roots clearly in Washington. The new ESAP includes: trade liberalizatton, including the lowering of
import tariffs; currency devaluation; the lifting of most price controls; restrictions on domestic credit;
privatiz.ation of parastatals, including agricultural marketingboards; an elimination of the minimum wage;
"cost sharing" in health and education; and a 2S-percent reduction in civil-service employment by 1995.

The key element of Zimbabwe's ESAP is trade liberalization, which, it is hoped, will boost the
manufacturing sector by making badly needed imports more readily available. The expectation is that the
resulting investments will boost job creation; unemployment currently stands at 25 percent and 200,000
schoolleavers join the labor pool each year. But critics point out that the manufacturing sector is relatively
capital intensive and that opening up the country to imports could wipe out infant industries that have
benefitted from govemment protection.
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'.Extended Suffering for r{frican People'
Problems in the agriculfural sector, already severe due to the drought, have also been exacerbated by
the ESAP. In the drive to boost foreign-exchange eamings, the govemment has increased producer prices
for crops such as tobacco, cotton and cut flowers. Similar incentives for rrtaize, the country's staple crop,
have not been forthcoming. As a result, many commercial farmers have moved out of maize production
and into the production of export crops, Once a surplus maize producer, Zimbabwe ran a deficit of one
million metric tons in 199'1. and, for the first time, had to import maize from South Africa. In 1992, more
than half of the population required food-aid assistance.
(GMB), the parastatal that handles most grain transactions, balance its books every year. This condition led
the GMB to sell 7991's surplus, with the result that in February 1992, even when the extent of an
impending crop failure was clear, the GMB was still exporting grain to honor previous sales contracts.

An ESAP-mandated currency devaluation of 45 percent in late 199L was designed to increase export
competitiveness and decrease the importation of luxury goods. The immediate impact of the devaluation,
howèver, was a price-rise shock, with the cost of abag of maize, for instance, increasing nearly 300 percent.
As the Organisation of Rural Associations for Progress (ORAP), a major Zimbabwean NGO, stated in an
April '1,992 report, the devaluation exacerbated an already difficult situation:
..,[T]he impact of increased prices for food and for transportation which ESAP has meant are
especially important. In many areas, food is only available in towns, and for rural dwellers
transportation costs can effectively double the cost of grain. Soaring food costs take place in the
context of household budgets already strained by the increased school fees and health services costs
which are also a part of ESAP. ln addition, ESAP is expected to bring the retrenchment of large
numbers of urban workers, who often support large extended families in the rural areas.
Though store shelves are now full of goods, they are too expensive for most people to afford. With
inventoriês ful, but local purchasing power limited, local investment in production for the domestic market
is shrinking. This is no accident, as producers are being pushed towards producing for export markets,
a tendency reinforced by govemment foreignæxchange allocations.

As the ORAP study noted, the ESAP has also led to rising costs for health care and education as a
result of the adoption of cost-sharing formulas. Increasingly, children are being withdrawn from school
by parents who cannot afford school fees or uniforms, while in the health sector the number of clinics and
the-availability of medical drugs have been declining. No wonder then that the ESAP has been dubbed
"Extended Suffering for African People" by slum residents in the capital, Harare.
Land and the Environment

The intensification of poverty that the ESAP has brought about among the poorer sections of
Zimbabwe's society has also had a disastrous effect on the country's natural environment. For example,
a growing number of people, lacking sufficient land, seeds, fertilizers and other agricultural inputs have
sought out the more fertile stream banks to grow their crops. This has led to a shortage of water and often
dried-out conditions downstream.
What Zimbabwe desperately needs is land reform. Some areas are burdened by five times their
carrying capacity, and inhabitants lack food and water, while good land nearby is either used for such
things as ostrich farming or not used at all. Though the govemment has recently tabled a bill in
Parliament calling for mandatory acquisition of White farms, many question the commitment of the
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goverrunent to genuine land reform, since it is cash strapped and could not possibly compensate the White
farmers as called for in the legislation. Meanwhile, peasants have been accumulating a growing amount
of debt due to the rise in the cost of inputs and are in serious danger of losing their lands.

Conclusion
The govemment says it is too early to evaluate the macroeconomic effects of the ESAP, blaming the
drought and the world economy for the poor perforrnance so far while counselling patience. It claims that
inefficient parts of the economy will die out and resources will increasingly be fed to the more efficient.
It isn't clear yet, however, just what percentage of the population the government, the IMF and the Bank
consider'inefficient'.
Alternatives to the current adjustment process must come from the people, based upon their needs and
priorities. Sweeping land reform, extensive investment in women's food cultivation designed to improve
their children's nutrition, and further investment ín rural infrastrucfure and small-scale businesses are some
of the elements of an altemative program being discussed by the Zimbabwean people. Unfortunately, the
peasantrp the urban Poor, women and small entrepreneurs do not wield the clout that donor countries
and their agents, the World Bank and IMF, do.
Sources:

(Buløwøyo: ORAP,
B ankChed<

(Winter

April L992); The Finøncial Times.16 April7992;
1.992).
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The New York Times, 17

Mørch 1992;

PHILIPPINES
The Philippines is often referred to as the sick man of Asia. The country labors under the weight of
a US$29 billion foreign-debt burden and a US$9 billion domestic debt. Payments on the foreign debt have
amounted to US$18 billion since 1986, yet total debt has inueased over the same period by more than US$3

billion.
adjustment programs has been imposed, designed primarily to ensure continued payment to the country's
extemal creditors, including the intemational financial institutions. The IMF's insistence that debt
payments take priority is mirrored in a Marcos-era decree, still in force, which provides for automatic
ãppropriations for debt servicing. This means that every year, roughly 40 percent of the national budget
anã gi percent of export eamings are devoted to debt payments. Unless debt servicing can be trimmed
to a sustainable level, resources simply will not be available for economic growth.

No-Growth Policies: The Consequences of Odious Debts
The people of the Philippines have suffered from both the effects of a debt-dependent development
strategy and macroeconomic policies that have favored the wealthy, particurlarly those close to govemment.
Heavy borrowing during the Marcos administration mostly financed inefficient industrial investments or
disappeared through capital flight and corruption. IMF and World Bank stabiluation and structural
adjuitment policies, designed to raise the revenues needed to pay these debts, have favored industry arrd
e. Every year, 900,000
agribusiness -- neither of which are labor intens
standing at roughly 48
job
unemp
market.
With
yó,rng people enter the
percent, there is little hope that these people can
Economic growth has also been a victim of these policies. \Mhile inflation has decelerated to about 12
percent, the current-account deficit has been reduced, and intemational reserves of the Central Bank have
iecovered substantially, the tight fiscal and monetary policies which led to these successes have also
resulted in severe recession.

IMF

Success Means

Suffering for the Poor

Stabilization programs to treat balance-of-pa)¡ments crises have been regular feafures of Philippine
economic planning since the early 1960s, and the World Bank implemented at least two major structural
adjustment prográms (SAPs) in the 1980s. Yet the economy continues to be characterized by periodic
balance-of-payments problems and excessive dependence on imports'
Stabilization polices in the Phitippines have focused on restricting domestic demand so as to ensure
adequate resources for foreign-debt servicing. They have included such measures as slashing government
expendifures, increasing taxes and tax collection, and reducing subsidies to dissuade people from
consuming artificially cheap goods.

Although the IMF stabilization programs instituted since 1.984 have been successful in meeting their
objectives of increasing intemational reserves and decreasing inflation and the budget deficit, they have
had a devastating impact on the majority of Filipinos. While IMF stabilization policies were not solely
responsible for the economic crisis of the mid-1980s, the constriction of demand which these policies
fostered, and the lack of measures to cushion the impact on the poor, caused severe hardship for millions.
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According to a recent World Resources Institute (WRI) study, "Real wages in both agricultural and nonagricultural activities declined every year from 1980 until economic recovery started to take hold in 1987,
falli.g by about 25 percent between L981 and 1987....Rising unemployment and falling real wages raised
the percentage of population living in poverty since the poor had nothing to offer exðept their-labor."
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Underemployment and unemployment have been particularly severe in rural areas. The landless poor
have tried to survive by rnigrating to marginal uplands and coastal areas which the govemment insis[s on
controlling, but has failed to protect. The result has been serious deforestation, destruction of fisheries, soil
erosion and the consequent smothering of coral reefs, and the siltation of dams and irrigation systems.
More recent stabilization programs have likewise stifled economic growth, which was less tñan one percent

n

1991,.

Liberalization and Recession
The first structural adjustment program in the Philippines, implemented between 1980-83, was designed

to promote exports, liberalize the tariff strucfure, simplify import procedures and restructure selected
industries. A loan of US$200 million from the World Bank helped pay for industrial inputs, including raw
materials and capital goods. The second SAP,launched in 1984, included reforms in industrial incentives
and the extension of on-going trade-policy reforms.
Structural adjustment policies, though never fully implemented, exacerbated the economic crisis of the
mid-1980s by supporting the disinvestment in agriculture and wrenching the unprepared Philippine
manufacturing sector open to global trade. Domestic producers were not provideã with incentives to
encourage them to improve production methods and reduce the social cbsts of domestic industrial
adjustment. Trade liberalization, it tumed out, was no substitute for direct industrial reform, the real need
in the PhiJippines.
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According to a study led by author Walden Bello, the first World Bank structural adjusEnent loan led
to "...the concentration of capital through new banking laws, the channeling of capital to the export sector
leading to financial loss, plant closings and bankruptcy for many local businessmen....By the Bank's own
estimates, roughly 100,000 workers in 'inefficient' garment and textile firms would lose their jobs. This
amounted to about 46 percent of the work force in the garment and textile sectors and about five percent
of total employment in manufacturing."
The failure of stabilization and adjustment policies in the Philippines is due in part to their failure to
address the country's deeper structural problems of inequity and dependency, or to consider social or
environmental costs. This is particularly true in the agrarian sector, where land ownership is highly
needed to benefit from a liberalized market. The WRI study found that "...stabilization polices that
increased poverty and unemployment accelerated the degradation and deforestation of upper watersheds
and the over-exploitation of coastal fisheries and mangroves'"

The removal of price controls and subsidies under successive adjustment programs has had a harsh
effect on small farmers and consumers. The lifting of price controls on the sale of processed rice resulted
in a near doubling of price between 1985 and 1986. Because small rice farmers sell an average of 90
percent of their crop, they are as vulnerable as non-farming consumers to shifts in market prices for this
most basic of commodities. \,\trhen subsidies for production were removed, farmers were forced to reduce
the amount of land under cultivation artd/ or limit the use of material inputs. Both responses resulted in
decreased production. In the case of rice production, there is now a shortfall of about 15 percent in annual
consumption needs.

Tight monetary policies have led to high interest rates, which have severely curtailed domestic
borrowing. The majority of poor farmers compete for scarce money with industrialists and larger fartners,
who pose less of a credit risk, With little collateral, small farmers are forced to borrow from usurers at
interest rates of 50 to 400 percent. Rice traders generally provide loans for production inputs and then
extract payment at harvest time. The lack of affordable credit has forced many small farmers to lose their
mortgaged tand. With an increasing number of landless laborers in the countryside, real rural wages and
income have declined, and the incidence of starvation has doubled since 1985. The latest figures indicate
that approximately 75 percent of rural households live in abject poverty.
The removal of the government subsidy on imported oil, demanded by the IMF, has been beneficial
for the environment, but has had a harsh impact on the poor. This measure, along with a one-percent tax
on oil imports and a temporary nine-percent import levy on all goods (including oil), has been an easy way
for the gõvemment to reduce the budget deficit and has curtailed environmentally harmful activities in the
forestry, fishing and mining sectors. But, in the absence of policies to cushion the impact on the poorl
small farmers and fishermen have suffered disproportionately. The imposition of "Green Revolution"
techniques in rice farming has locked farmers into buying fertilizer (an oil-based product) and gasoline for
irrigatiõn pumps. Depletion of coastal fishing stocks has forced fishermen to travel farther to find fish,
incieasingtheir fuel costs. Increases in transportation costs also raises the cost of most consumer goods
and travel for the poor majority.

A People's Alternative
Structural adjushent programs in the Philippines have promoted agricultural exports at the exPense
of food security. The WRI study concludes, however, that adjustment shouldpromote labor-intensive foodcrop production in lowland rainfed areas and tree-cropping in the more fragile and erosion-prone upland
areas. Resource rent taxes and environmental charges are policy reforms that can help alleviate or reverse
the adverse environmental effects of adjustment programs. Changes in land tenure and property rights
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in resource management,
and promote prodùcfivity,
searchers:

Both ouþrrrt and employment...increase under the assumption of land reform, as does [sic]
agriculfural and fisheries production. Manufacturing sector ouþut also expands in response to the
increase in consumer demand. Income distribution improves markedly: incomes of the poor rise
by 1'4 percent while those of the rich fall by 5 percent. Land prices rise relative to other facior costs.
Land shifts into lowland crop production, not into erosion-prone crops or timber production.
Energy use rises marginally.
In addition to advocating different developrnent policies, groups in the Philippines have been pushing
for an altemative debt-management strategy. The Freedom From Debt Coalition (fOC¡, a networli of oveî
200 citizen-aclion gtouPs, advocates llmiting debt-servicing to ten percent of export eamings. Based on
calculations of 1989 exports, this would have freed up an estimated US$1.74 bilhoñ, which coùt¿ have been
used to stimtrlate domestic economic development. According to the Coalition, the money should not be
used for milif¿¡y expenditures, other unproductive budget items such as discretionary (poik barrel) funds,
or non-fiscal transactions like the oil price stabilizationfund subsidy, debt buy-back operations and interest
payrnents on maturing government securities.
The FDC promotesspecific policy changes, including altemative stabilization and adjustment measures,
structural reforms, and new social policies. They include: 1) reform of the existing regressive tax system;
2) creation of a leaner and more efficient bureaucracy; 3) expansion of basic social seivices that improve
human capital and plomote production activities; 4) greater public investment in the rural areas; S) new
monetary policies and related institutional changes, such as lower interest rates, abolition of the existing
banking cartel and expansion of credit to the rural sector, possibly through strengthening the network of
cooperatives; 6) abolition of all but 'natural monopolies' (which should also bJproperly regulated); Z)
industrial-ouþut promotion; 8) appropriate trade policies to complement new- industiial þoHcies; 9)
cuffency devaluation to promote exports, but accompanied by measures to soften the inevitablé impact on
animport-dependent-economy; 10) an agrarian-reform program; and 11) protection of the rights of workers
to join unions, to strike and to enjoy humane working conditions.

Support for the Coalition's proposals would provide funds for the kinds of structural transformations
which the Philippines so desperately needs. lncreased funding for education, health and nutrition, science
a:rd_technology is als_o needed to promote greater pröduÖtivity and to increase equity. As Leonor Briones,
the President of the Coalition has stated, the country's adjustment policies need io be transformed so that
people are no longer "...adjusted out of jobs, homes, schools and in extreme cases, out of existence."
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SAPS AI'/D THE ETWIRONMENT
The environmental impacts of macroeconomic policies have been systematically ignored by World Bank
and IMF policymakers. I¡r addition, their accounting methods have failed to account for the loss of
environmental resources upon which the future productive capacity of many borrowing countries depend.

The World Bank's claim that ten percent of its staff time is spent on environmental issues ignores the
reality that it is paying little or no attention to the environmental implications of its structural adjustment

opment NGOs, has changed its rhetoric but has failed to implement any serious reforms that would enable
the instifution to become more responsive to environmental concems'

Structural adjustnent programs have fostered environmentally unsound economic policies, causing
irreversible ecological damage. Chile, the so-called economic miracle of Latin America, is now confronted
with the social and environmental by-products of its "success". The country's rare hardwood forests are
chopped into chips and shipped to Japan, copper mines operate without environmental safeguards, pulp
mills dump waste into the waterways, and pollution in Santiago is worse than in Mexico City, considered
one of the most polluted cities on earth.

Recently, several studies have been published on the adverse environmental effects of the
macroeconomic policy instruments used in adjustment programs, including taxes, interest rates, tariffs and
exchange rates, as well as shifts in the level of public expenditures. Although the numbers and conclusions
differ from country to country and depend on the sectors being examined, there are at least three ways
SAPs deplete natural resources:

.

by intensifying poverty, SAPs have forced people to move onto marginal lands and overuse scarce
natural resources;

. by increasing

exports of nafural resources, SAPs have escalated deforestation, soil erosion,
desertification and water pollution; and

. by slashing goverîrnent

funds for environmental protection, SAPs have led
enforcement of environmental regulations.

to lax, if

any,

The Growth of Poverty
Structural adjustment programs have led to increases in poverty and unemployment. Workers and
landless farmers, confronted with declining wages or joblessness, rnigrate to ecologically fragile or marginal
lands. ln some cases, these lands are rainforests or indigenous peoples' territories that are not protected
from encroachment by recognized land titles or other tenure instruments. The poor cannot move to more
productive land since it is owned predominately by a small number of wealthy families or is devoted to
large-scale crop production for export. Pushed onto marginal lands, the poor are concemed primarily with
survival, even though in the short term this may mean damaging or depleting the natural resources uPon
which they depend for a living. Poor farmers lack the resources to invest in conservation measures or to
grow crops which take a long time to mature. The destruction of the environment further impoverishes
farmers, making survival more difficult and uncertain.
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In the Philippines, according to a recent study by the World Resources Institute, the trade regime,
inveshnent incentives, and credit policies have all favored capital-intensive industries, and institutional
financing has gone to industrialists and to larger farmers. Unequal distribution of both private and
agricultural holdings and use rights to public lands deprived most rural residents of access to public
resources. OnIy the marginal resources in the public domain -- forests, mangroves and fisheries -remained available to the rapidly growing pool of landless workers.
Meanwhile, in Costa Rica, export promotion required by the country's structural adjustment program
has contributed to further inequity in land ownership. By the mid-1980s, six percent of the farms in Costa
Rica occupied 61 percent of the available land. [rcreasing numbers of landless families have had no
alternative but to carve out a living by invading marginal lands and national parks.
Increasing the Export of Natural Resoutces

Existing pattems of overconsumption in the North are draining resources out of the South. These
resources are often non-renewable, and their loss is not reflected in traditional GNP calculations. By
forcing countries to export many of the same coÍunodities, adjustment programs help to drive prices down
as world markets are flooded. In effect, the poor are continuing to subsidize consumers in the North,
particularly the rich and the middle class.
Not only have countries been forced to accelerate the exploitation of their natural resources, they have
also eliminated or delayed the implementation of conservation measures or sustainable development
policies that would reduce long-term resource degradation. Examples of this exploitation include: timber
extraction without replanting; conversion of mixed farmlands to massive unsustainable cash-crop
monoculfures; conversion of forests to agriculfure or ranching uses; and the elimination of valuable
wetlands for fish farms and other aquaculfure activities. The resulting environmental devastation reduces
the long-term potential for sustainable development in the agriculfure, forestry, fisheries and mining
sectors.

Agricultural expansion alone is responsible, for instance, for as much as two-thirds of annual
deforestation worldwide. Meanwhile, in Latin America, and especially Central America, cattle ranching
for export has been on the rise. Cattle ranchers are clear cutting the rainforests and are occupying lands
that could be used for the cultivation of food for local consumption. Ironically, domestic beef consumption
in these countries has been declining.
Ecuador, a highly indebted middle-income country, has been forced to increase oil drilling in the
Amazon region in order to obtain foreign currency to service a foreign debt of US$12 billion. Oil
exploration in the region currently covers approximately 3.5 million hectares of forest, causing enonnous
environmental damage. Oil extraction has opened access deep into the forests, paving the way for
uncontrolled timber harvesting and spontaneous colontzation by poor migrants desperate for land. The
damage from oil spills and toxic residue from drilling sites is widespread: water containing chemical
residues is being poured into pits and is leaking from there into rivers, while pipelines leak oil on the way
to the coast. The damage suffered by local people, dependent on forest resources for survival, is
immeasurable. Furthermore, it is estimated that Ecuador's oil reserves will only last for another ten years.

In order to increase export production, goverlunents have provided tax breaks, investment credits and

other incentives to potential investors. Multinational corporations are mainly responsible for the
unsustainable exploitation of natural resources. Timber, oil and mining companies work under contract
for national govemments or have bought cheap concessions that guarantee them the exclusive right to
exploit resources and repatriate all profits. Neither commercial logging nor oil exploitation has alleviated
the poverty of local populations. The only benefit for the poor is short-term employment, while the
resources upon which their future livelihood is based are rapidly diminishing.
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Reduction of Government Expenditures
Reducing goveflunent expenditures and cutting subsidies are core requirements of any adjustment
program. The IMF claims that cuts in govemment subsidies can have a positive environmental impact,

for instance by reducing pesticide use. This is partly correct, as increases in the price of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides has put these inputs out of the reach of the many small farmers made dependent upon them
as part of donor-promoted "Green Revolution" agricultural packages. These same farmers, however, have
not been assisted in switching over to more organic farming methods. Larger farmers, with more access
to credit, can purchase these inputs and therefore keep up production. Due in part to liberalized import
laws and the removal of environmental regulations mandated by adjustment programs, many U.S.
companies have been able to dump their cheap -- and often banned - pesticides on developing country
unregistered in the United States.
Even though IMF officials themselves claim that cutting what are usually quite small environmental
management and conservation budgets will have little impact on reducing overal] public expenditures,
goveffìrnents target these progr¿uns over large-budget items, such as the military. Slashing funds in such
essential areas as sewage treatment, natural-resource protection, the regulation of toxic-waste dumps, and
the monitoring of industrial pollution will decrease a goverrunent's expenditures in the short run but will
increase its environmental debt and health costs over the long term.
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Richard Gerster,/Ebenezer Mireku
Swiss Aid Agencies Coalition
Giessereiweg 9r. 31
Postfadr 6735

tMartin Khor

Patricia Adams

Third World Network
Penang 10250

Probe Intemational
225 Brunswick Avenue
Toronto, ON MsS 2M6

CH-3001 Beme

MALAYSIA

CANADA

SWITZERLAND

Tel: 60-4-373-5ll
Faxt 60-4-368-706
e-mail: igc:twn

Fax: 41.6-964-8239
e-mail: web:eprobe

Tel: 41-31-455-411' / 12

Fax 4l-37-457-477
fessica Woodroffe

87, Cantonment Road

Tel

NORTH AMERICA

Christian Aid
PO Box 100

London SE1 ZRT

UNITED KINGDOM

Fax 44-71420-0719
e-mail: gn:caid
Rosemary Brown
Save the Children (U.K.)
3136 P Street NW
Washingtory DC 20007

Canøda

*Linda Yantz
Woman to Woman

CANADA

Toronto, ON M6G 3L6

Telt 613-236-4547
Christopher Neal/Brian Tomlinson

Tel: 416-532-8584

CUSO
135, rue Rideau Street

Ottawa,

ON KlN

tTed van Hees

CANADA

European Network on Debt
and Development (EURODAD)
Avenue de Cortenbergh 62

Fax: 613-563-8068

BELGIUM
Tel: 32-2-736-4087

Fax

9K7

Tel: 613-563-1264

Economic fustice Project

Toronto,

ON M4V 1N5

CANADA

INTERNATIONAL NGOS

Tel: 476-927-1124

tCam Duncan/Dave Batker

Fax: 416-927-7554
e-mail: web:iccaf

Greenpeace Intemationa I
1436 U Street NW

Washington,

DC

20009

USA
Te]r202-319-2458

Fax: 202-462-4507

Tim Beaty
Public Service Intemational
Inter-American Regional Office
2171 NW 22nd Court
Miami, FL 331'42
USA
Tel: 305-638-3131
Fax: 305-638-8702

Iqbal Asaria
Third World Network

Tel

202-M6-819'1,

Fax: 202-466-8189
e-mail: igc:bicusa

Charles Sykes

I Street NW, Suite
DC 20006

1001

Washington,

USA
Tel: 202-223-2277

CANADA
416-489-4476

Faxt 202-296-f!'695

|o Marie Griesgraber/Masimba Tafirenyika
Center of Concem
3700 Thi¡teenth Street NE
Washingtory DC 2ffi17

USA

Fax: 416-489-1559

Te\

Alice DeWolf
National Action Committee on the
Satus of Women
119 Medland Street

ON

USA

2025

Interchurch Fund for
Intemational DeveloPment
214 Merton Street, Suite 205
Toronto, ON M45IA6

Toronto,

Kay Treakle
Bank Information Center
2025 I Street NW, Suite 522

CARE

Bob Fugere

Tel

USA

Washingtory DC 20006

fohn Mihevc/Ruth RemPel
Inter{hwch Coalition on Africa
729 St. Clair Avenue West

32-2-732-1,934

606 Shaw Street

CANADA

Tel

B-1040 Brussels

Steelworker's Humanity Fund
234 Eglinton Avenue East
Toronto, ON M4P 1K7

Canadian Council for Intemational
Cooperation (CCIC)
1 Nicholas Street, #300
Ottawa, ON K1N 787

Fax: 613-236-2]88

Regionøl NGOs;

fudith Marshall

CANADA

USA
202-965-1247

476-964-9223

M6P 2N4

CANADA
Tel:476-7674897

202-635-2757

Fax: 202-832-9494

tCarol Capps/Paul Nelson
Chu¡ch World Service/Lutheran
World Relief
Office for Development PolicY
110 Maryland Avenug NE #108
Washington, DC 20002

USA

336 Pinner Road

Tel 202-5434336
Fax 202-543-1297

Harrow, Middlesex HA1 4LB

UNITED KINGDOM

e-mail: igc:cwslwr

Tel: 44-81-861,-2072
Fax: 44-81-861-3113
e-mail: geo2:twne
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tDoug Hellinger/Ross Hammond/
Lisa Mccowan/Karen Hansen-Kuhn
The Development GAP
927 Fifteenth Street, NW - 4th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

elmira Nazombe
Interfaith Impact
110 Maryland Avenue, NE Suite 509
Washingtorç

DC

20002

USA

USA

Tel:202-543-2800

Tel

202-898-7566
Fax: 202-898-7612

Fa*

e-mail: igc:dgap

George Huggins/Emira Woods/
James Arena-DeRosa

Korinna Horta/Lori Udall/
Karan Capoor
Environmental Defense Fund @DF)
1875 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 1016
Washingtory DC 20009

USA

O)GAM America

Bob Burton/Chris Harris

The Wildemess Society
130 Davey Street

USA
Tel: 617-482-1,211
F

O)GAM America
BP 7200

tMarijke Torfs

Dakar
SENEGAL

Washington,

DC

Tel

20003

USA

el: 202-5 43 - 467 I x21, 6
Fax: 202-543-5304
e-mail: igc:foedc

Dave Henson/Jane McAlevey

Highlander Center
1959 Highlander Way
New Market, TN 37280
USA
Tel: 615-933-3443

Trade Policy

SE Suite

3680 Jeanne Mance

USA
202-543-4770

Leah Wise
Southerners for Economic |ustice
PO Box 240

Mark Ritchie/IGistin Dawkins
Institute for Agriculture and

MN

221-220-208

Tel:202-544-2600 )O08

Fax: 675-933-3424
e-mail: igcjmcalevey

Minneapolis,

Marcia Burdette
Center for Information & Documentation
on Southem Africa

Chris Coboum
Society of Saint Columban Campaign
on Debt & Development Altematives
218 D Street SE 2nd Floor
Washingtory DC 20003

Fax

303

55414

USA

Durham,
USA

NC

27702

Tel: 919-683-1361
Fax: 919-688-8325
Jeanne Gauna

Southwest Organizing Project
211 Tenth Street, SW

Tel

612-379-5980
Fax: 612-379-5982

Albuquerque, NM 87102
USA

e-mail: igc:iatp

Tel

|ohn Gershman
Institute for Food & Development Policy
149 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94703

Pamela Sparr

USA

New York,
USA

Tel: 415-864-8555
Fax: 415-864-3909

fohn Cavanagh
Institute for Policy Srudies
1601 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washingtorç DC 20009

USA
Tel: 202-234-9382

Fax

202-387-7915

505-247-8832

475 Riverside Drive, Room 1502
10115

Tel: 212-870-3733

Fax

212-870-3736

fared Kotler
Washington Office on Latin America
110 Maryland Avenue, NE

Washingtor¡ DC 20002
USA
Tel:202-5443045

Fax

440 Montreal,

PQ

H2X 2K5

CANADA
Tel: 51.4-9824606
Fax57Ç982-6122
Bernard Taylor
Partnership Africa{anada
1, rue Nicholas St., Suite 300
Ottawa, ON KIN 7Bz

CANADA
Tel: 6L3-234-8242
Fax: 673-234-8334
Abeba Tesfagiorgis
Regional Center for Human Rights
and Development (Eritrea)
c/o NCA/ERD/Eritrea Program
PO Box 5868 Hegdehaugen
0308 Oslo 3

NORWAY
T

el: 251 -Ç777 -221 /

7ll -7 61,

Faxt 25'1,-4-1,77-221

Olaf Dierker
URGEWALD and Ecocide |oumal

United Methodist Chu¡ch
Women's Division

NY

AUSTRALIA
Tel: 6l-02-34.9366
Fax: 6142-23-5712
e-mail: peg:charris

Fax: 22'1,-220-228

T

1313 Fifth Street,

Hobart 7000, Tasmania

ax: 617 -7 28-259 4 / 95 / 9 6

e-mail: igc:edf

SE

Tel: 61-66-218-505
Fax: 6146-222-339

Boston, MA 02111

Fax: 202-234-6049

D Street

AUSTRALIA

26 West Street

Mark Rand

218

Carol Sherman
inforest Informa tion Centre
PO Box 161
Ra

Byron Bay 2481
New South Wales

202-547-8707

Tel: 202-387-3500

Friends of the Earth (U,S.)

OBSERVERS

202-546-5288
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Wellemsiek 197
W-4800 Bielefeld

1

GERMANY
Tel:49-521-762-137

e-mail: gn:aradierker

Miloon Kothari
National Campaign for Housing Rights
G-10 Lajpat Nagar Part-I
New Delhi 110024

INDIA
Tel: 91-11-683-8894

Peter van Tuijl

Intemational NGO Forum on frdonesia
(INGD
PO Box 11609
2502 AP The Hague
NETHERLANDS

Tel

3l-70-342-1.627

Robin Broad
American University
School of Intemational Service

1470

Irving Street

USA

Washingtory DC 20010
USA
Tel:202-3324292

Tel

Fax: 202-332-7184

1401 Newton Street, NW

Washingtory DC 200'17
202-885-1478

Fax: 31.-70-361,-4461

Fax: 202-8ffi-731J.

Teresa Melgar
Freedom from Debt Coalition
School of Labor and Industrial Relations
(SOLAIR) Building
University of the Philippines

Kathy Stevulak
CARE Canada
342'l M Street NW, Suite 1736

Washingtory

DC

20007

USA

Andres Thomas Conteris
Fellowship of Reconciliation
13lE Parkwood Place, NW
Washingtory DC 20010
USA
Tel: 202-387-2785

Kevin Danaher

Tel: 63-2-97-377-2980

Fax

Scott Wright

EPICA

63-2-96-26-56

Yeshica Weerasekera
Pan African Agency for Research

Bill Pace
Center for Development of
Intemational Law

Global Exchange
2017 Mission Street, Room 303
San Francisco, CA 94110

USA

PO Box 53149
Washington, DC 20009

Tel: 475-255-7296

BP 1,2227

USA

Fax

Dakar
SENEGAL
Tel: 227-25-55-63

Tel: 202-t'62-5257
Fax: 202-462-4941

e-mail: igc:globalexch

and Consultation

415-255-7498

|osh Karliner

Central N,Y. Friends of Canto Grande

Greenpeace Intemational
139 Townsend Street

Maliq Simone
Foundation for Contemporary Research
(Urban Sector Network)
34 Milan Street

346 Prospect Street

San

Binghamton, NY 13905

USA
Tel: 475-512-9025

Woodstock 7925

Fax

Fa*

Kevin Bunger

221,-25-55-64

SOUTH AFRICA

ActionAid
Hamlyn Flouse, Archway
London N19 sPG

UNITED KINGDOM
44-77-281,-4707

Tom Athanasiou
T247 Portero Avenue

CA

USA

Anne Bichsel

Willard Avenue, Apt.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
4701

1513

Tel

301-654-4476

Washingtory DC 20036
USA
Tel: 202-293-2537

Tel

202-628-L400
202-628-1825

Environmental Solutions
700

20005

202-737-41.01

1949 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 9411,5

USA
Tel: 415-474-5423

Fax

Inter-American Foundation
901 N. Stuart Street

Arlington,

VA

22203

USA
Tel: 703-841-3800
Fax: 703-841-0973
Barbara Aires, SC

Interfaith Center for Corporate
Responsibility
41 Emory Street

Cifi NJ 07304
201-332-3240

fersey

Tel

Bill Wason

Monica Brana

Aga Khan Foundation
1901 L Street NW, Suite

USA

Fax

USA

Tel

DC

]ohn Burstein/Julie Wechsler

Environmental & Energy Study Institute
122 C Street NW, Suite 700
Washingtory DC 20001-2109

Fax: 415-826-0128

Washingtorç
USA

Tel:202-6384300
Fax: 202-638-0036

Inji Islam/Gateth Porter

Telr 415-8264128

Institute for Asian Democracy
1518 K Street NW, Suite 410

Fax: 202-347-6825

Tel: 301-949-9241.

94110

415-512-11699

USA

Hemou Martinez
CONAIE
11504 Elkin Street #4
wheatory MD 20909
USA

Fax: 44-77-281-5146
e-mail: gn:aaidtg

94107

Sophie Young

Committee on Agricultural
Sustainability for Developing Countries
1709 New York Avenue NW
Washingtory DC 20006

Ana Toni

San Francisco,

Fax

607-797-2612

Stephen Gasteyer

Tel: 27-21-471-600
Fax: 27-21-471,-702

Tel

USA
Tel: 607-797-2612

Francisco,CA

Pharis Harvey
Intemational Labor Rights Research
and Education Fund
100 Maryland Avenue, NE #74
Washington, DC 20002
USA
Tel: 202-544-7198
Fax: 202-543-5999

475-474-5423

e-mail: igc:laborrights

Fax: 202-785-"1752
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Erich Mathias-UCBWM/UCC

Francesca Vietor

]oint Ministry in Africa

Rainforest Action Network
450 Sansome, Suite 700

475 Riverside Drive, 16th Floor
New York, NY 101154109

CA 99114

San Francisco,

USA
Tel: 212-870-3834

USA
Tel: 475-398-4404

Fax: 2L2-932-1236

Fax: 415-398-2732
e-mail: igc:rainforest

Jack Vanderrym

The Moriah Fund
35 Wisconsin Circle, Suite 520
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
USA
Tel: 301-951-3933
Fax: 301-951-3938
Steve Parcells
666 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE

Tel:202-6384300

USA
Tel: 202-452-7999

USA

Fax: 202-296-7365

USA

Marie-|ose Ragab/fillian Tacher
National Organization of Women

Fax: 202-547-6009

1000 Sixteenth Streeg NW, Suite 700
Washingtor¡ DC 20036

Barbara Bramble

Washingtory DC 20036
USA
Tel:202-7974600
202-797-5486

11030

Megan Crowley/Bob Stark
Policy Altematives for the Caribbean
and Central America
1506 Nineteenth Street, NW Suite #2
Washington, DC 20036

USA
Tel:202-3324333
Caleb Rossiter
Project on Demilitarization & Democracy
1601 Connecticut Avenue, NW Suite 500

DC

Tel: 916-456-9205
Fax: 916-739-6957
e-mail: igc:bankreform

777

UN Plaza,

TB

NY

10017

272-986-5L65

Kathi Austin / | ollln Metzel/ Kristin Lee
Washington Office on Africa
100 Maryland Avenue, NE Suite 112
Washingtory DC 20002
USA
Fax: 202-546-1545

Alan Cibils
Witness for Peace
220'l., P Street NW, Room
Washington, DC 20037

109

USA
Tel: 202-797-1160
Fax: 202-797-7164

Fred Gaboury
World Federation of Trade Unions

(wFTU)
165 Broome Street, 5-B
lercey City, NJ 07306

Fax: 202-332-7865

Washingtory

95819

Tel: 202-546-796L

Barbara Dudley
North Shore Unitarian Universalist
Veatch Program
Plandome Road

NY

CA

USA

Fax: 212-808-5480

National Wildlife Federation
1400 Sixteenth St. NW

Plandome,
USA

Sacramento

Moumié Maoulidi
Unitarian Universalist
United Nations Office

Tel

Fax: 202-785-8576

401 San Miguel

TeI:202-6754278

New Yorþ
USA

USA
Tel:202-3314066

Washingtory DC 20036

World Wise

Fax: 202-547-9022

(Now)

Worldwatch Institute
1776 Massachusetts Avenue NW

Mark DuBois

Fax: 202-319-6090

Washingtory DC 20003
USA
Tel: 202-547-9009

Fax

Hal Kane

fean Stokan
SFIARE Foundation:
Building a New El Salvador Today
Box 16 Cardinal Station
Washingtory DC 20064

Cathy Fogel
Sierra Club
408 C Street, NE
Washington, rc. 20002

Intemational Division

1709 New York Avenue, NW
Washingtor¡ DC 20006
USA

Fax: 202-638-0036

Tel: 202-379-5540

National Audubon Society

Sarah Bums/Yolanda Kakabadse
World Resources Institute

USA
Tel: 212-924-2523

Fax

272-645-5436

20009

USA

Tel

202-234-9382 )e60

r Unable to attend Forum

Fax: 202-387-7915
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FORUM FUNDERS

Arco Foundotion

Conodion University Students Overseos (CUSO)
Coritos lnternotionolis
Church World Service/Lutheron World Relief

The Development GAP
Environmentol Defense Fund
Evongelicol Lutheron Church in Americo
Evongelische Zentrolstelle fur Entwicklungschiffe (EZE)
Friends of the Eorth lnternotionol
Friends of the Eorth-U.S.

Greenpeoce lnternotionol
lnter-Americon Foundotion
lnterchurch Fund for lnternotionol Development
lnternotionol Center for Humon Rights ond Democrotic Development
Moryknoll Fothers ond Brothers
MISEREOR

The Morioh Fund
Chorles Stewort Mott Foundotion
Stewort Rowlings Mott
NOVIB
Jessie Smith NoYes Foundotion

Oxfom-Americo
Oxfom United Kingdom ond lrelond
Roinforest Action Network
Dr. Mortin Seldmon
Swissoid
Third World Network

United Church of Conodo
United Church Boord for World Ministries
USA for Africo
World Council of Churches

